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As consumption of goods has risen, it has increasingly become a space for

political activists to brand products and for the everyday consumer to voice their opinion
on how businesses should be run. Through the practices of buycotting and boycotting

political consumers have increasingly been able to show theirsupport for issues as
diverse as gay rights, environmental issues, funding for disease cures, and American
based products.

This study attempts to gain an understanding of how prevalent political
consumption is and of who are political consumers. The findings showthat a large

percentage of the population is knowledgeable and active in some form of political

consumption. OLS analysis shows statistically significant relationship between political
consumption and gender, post-materialism, and aspects of social capital. I recommend we
pay closer attention to the many different products labeled with political messages,

paying particular attention to the diverse nature of the political ideologies that underpin
political consumption. As political consumption presents itself as a market based form of
political participation, I recommend that we pay close attention to the historical and
structural institutions that allowed political consumption to burst onto the scene in the last
three decades.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Political consumption occurs when consumers "make choices among

producers and products with the goal of changing objectionable institutional or
market practices" (Micheletti, 2003, p. 2). Although the concept of political
consumption dates backto the American War of Independence, in the last few
decades it has increasingly become associated with novel and alternative ways in
which individuals participate in the political and social spheres of society. While
more traditional forms of participation, such as voting and joining political parties,

have seena significant decline, some social theorists have wondered about the loss to
the community when the people do not participate (Bellahet al., 1985; Putnam,

2000), but others have seenthe decline in traditional forms of participation as being
indicative of a shift in cultural and structural systems of contemporary society. These

individuals have looked at new types of political action (including political

consumption) as being representative of the new generation creating and forming
alternative ways of political participation, forming new "imagined communities"

(Bauman, 2000; Beck, 1997; Bennett, 2004; Giddens, 1991; Inglehart, 1997; Norris,
2002; Stolle, Micheletti, and Hooghe, 2005).

This study aims at building upon the argument that political participation is

occurring, but that it is occurring differently than it has in the past due to shifts in the
technological and socio-political landscape in contemporary societies. Because
studies on political consumption are relatively new, very little literature and research
1

has specifically focused on political consumption as a new form of political

participation in modern society. The notion of political consumption allows us to gain
greater insight into how new forms of political participation form, and how they
become a relevant aspect of political participation among the masses. In this

exploratory study, I examine how products, which were once purchased by
consumers without knowledge of the context in which they were produced, have

become a political issue for a segment of the population that believes that the

background of a product or the "politics of product" is of value and importance.

More specifically, my research addresses four gaps in the literature. The first
issue is demographic, addressing the lack of direct research on American citizens

when it comes to political consumption; rather, research has been based on European

citizens' responses. Second, we look to be more descriptive of the depth of political
consumers. Are political consumers simply being political on specific issues of
importance to them, or are they practicing political consumption in many areas? Are

they being political based on issues that appear in contradiction to our liberalconservative dichotomy of politics? Or are they creating a new alternative way of
mixing politics and a diverse array of issues into their consumption practices? Third,
until now, the literature has looked at political consumption mainly through issues
that could be categorized as liberal in political persuasion (such as environmental
concern, fair trade, etc.); we are examining whether political issues of conservatives

are also being used for political consumption. In other words, are we seeing political
consumption becoming a political tool representative of all people, or is it a limited

tool of individuals on the extreme ends of the political spectrum? Finally, I wish to

enlarge the definition of political consumption to include a more diverse range of
items that in recent years have been branded by ethical concerns. Particularly I wish
to include those items that have been branded by charity organizations.

The study method is exploratory and therefore limited in nature. The research
is based on a survey of a non-representative sample of college students at a large

Midwest public university. However, there is reason to believe that the students will
give us a good sample because they represent a cohortthat has been raised in the era

of political consumption in which political consumption has been normalized and
these students are therefore accustomed to the mixture of political issues and

products. A total of 239 students were surveyed (see Appendix 1 for the survey) from
Principles of Sociology classes. OLS regressions were run on ten different models
looking at political consumers, boycotters, and buycotters with different guidelines.
We begin our study by looking at how political consumption has been

defined, followed by a more in-depth lookat the problems that this research will seek
to address. This will be followed by a look at the historical nature of the concept of

political consumption and its evolving nature in the wake of societal structural
changes. We will thenbriefly examine the theoretical reasons proposed to explain the
change in and intensification of political consumption. An analysis of the previous
research and the demographic and theoretical results that have been found will
follow. The design and method of data collection will follow.

Political Consumption Defined

Political consumption has traditionally been understood by two types of

purchasing practices: boycotts and buycotts. Boycotts have beenframed as negative
political consumption, in which the consumer is removing their purchasing power
from the producer. Boycotts are defined as attempts "by one or more partiesto
achieve certain objectives by urging individual consumers to refrain from making

selected purchases in the marketplace" (Friedman, 1995). More specifically, boycotts
occur when individual consumers go out of their way to not purchase an item for

moral or ethical concerns involving the product itself or because of the producerof

the product. Buycotts represent the positive form of political consumption. Buycotts

bydefinition mean to "encourage people to purchase goods, following an established
set of criteria" (Micheletti, 2003 p. 50). More specifically, buycotts occur when

individual consumers go out of their way to purchase an item because the item or

company supports or reinforces values that the purchaser feels are important.

Problems

For the most part political consumption has been measured as a lump sum, as

though either one is a political consumer or one is not a political consumer. At best,
the research distinguishes between buycotter and boycotter, or the location where one

is an active political consumer; however, there is little attempt to view the depth of
political consumers. Are these people who decide on one issue close to their heart or
are they multi-issue consumers picking up on a spectrum of issues with which they

are politically engaged? Regardless, when talking about political consumers, there is
a tendency to group people together as though they are politically active in a unified
direction. However, there is reason to believe that political consumption represents an

opportunity for individuals to be political in ways that are unique to their personalities
by the ability to foster a political identity outside traditional political structures.

Political consumption allows people to purchase in a wide array of areas that are of
political importance to the individual; they are even given the chance to pick political
issues which may be in contradictionto each other. By asking the participants to

identify exactly what they are being political in purchasing, we can hopefully begin to
identify ways that consumers are expressing independence.

This political independence given by political consumption leads into our

second problem. The literature has typically framed political consumption within

political issues that, although not universal, are traditionally assigned as liberal issues,

i.e. environmental issues, fair-trade issues, etc.* There are historical reasons to look at
the beginning of political consumption from liberal stances; however, there is no
reason to believe that conservative individuals will not adapt the practice of political

consumption to their own ideology. If a transition has taken place in how people

participate politically, it should not be occurring on only one side of the political

*There are problems with using the terminology of liberal and conservative as these
terms and their connection to issues are often fluid over time and often up for

interpretation. That being said, there are very real effects that occur in our society
because of a dichotomy that exists on political issues. Although the terminology is not
perfect and is open to debate, it is the terminology chosenby me to relay the
differences that we see not only in the political landscape of the United States, but in
the history of how political actions have been written or not written about in the
political consumption literature.

spectrum. If the change is related to structural transition, we should see change
occurring on all sides of the political spectrum. This does not mean that the change

will be equal or at the same rate,just that signs should exist that it is happening. If the
Tea Party movement in the United States tells academics anything, it is that the

politically active right knows and is willing to use political methods once considered
sacred leftist territory.

In addition to looking at a wider political spectrum, we should also be

enlarging the definition to incorporate the recent rise in the connection between

charity and consumption. Within the last decade and a half charities have begun to tie
their causesto products boughtat stores, most predominantly in breast cancer and
AIDS campaigns. Many of these charities include large lobbying firms used to

convince governments to give aid. Charities have enteredthe public world not simply
as altruistic givers; rather, they now operate as political organizations that hold the
goal of gaining grants and funding from national governments. At the same time,
some social theorists have begun to claim that traditionally private ideas and issues

are becomingboth public and political (Bennett 1998; Giddens 1991; Inglehart 1997).
They argue that what people believed were once issues for the family to decide are
becoming issues that should be of public interest.

Arguably, the simplest and most important issue my study will be addressing
is the lack of research directly looking at the United States. Only Baek (2010) and
Newman and Battels (2010) have used a population from the United States to study
political consumption. The vast majority of research has relied on information based

in European countries or Canada or they have used secondary data from the European
Social Survey or other similar databases. While the United States is not the only
country of importance, Americans consume more per individual than any European
nation outside of Luxembourg as of 2005, and significantly more than the 15 EU
nations or Canada, even when including public sector spending (International

Comparison Project, 2008). All this means that the United States presents a unique

opportunity leading to either increased or decreased rates of political consumption. A

hypothesis can be created for both alternatives. We could see increasing political
consumption because the culture of consumption in the U.S. indicates that the

populace is ready to embrace material consumption as an important method for
political participation. We could also see decreased political consumption because
rates of consumption are already so high that we cannot conceive of alternative
meanings on how to consume. Regardless, the United States holds value in the study
of political consumption.

CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we have several objectives. First, we need to develop a
historical timeline for the development of political consumption into its current

vision. Despite having a historydating back to the founding of the United States,

political consumption in its global outlook and increasingly non-localized form is a
development of the last several decades. We will examine this change via the theories
on late modernity and globalization that posit political consumption as a historical

and structural reality based on recent trends. We will then set up the parameters of
what is political consumption and how that will guide the design of our models,
emphasizing the roles of behavior, frequency, and knowledge. Finally, we will delve
into the literature of political consumption up until now, seeking to outline what has

been identified as important parts of political consumption while pointing to holes in
the existing literature which will guide our concept of political consumption.

History

Boycotts and to a lesser extent buycotts have a long history of use. Although
the term boycott comes from actions taken against Captain Charles Cunningham
Boycott in 1878 by Irish peasants who refused to gather his crops because he refused
to give them the "ordinary harvest wage" and treated them brutally, the process dates
further back (Redpath; 1881). Many take the history of boycotts back to actions of the
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British colonists in what would become the United States. The boycotts of tea and

other products predating the War of Independence appearto be the first place groups
(suchas the Sons of Liberty) organized in collective action to use their purchasing or

lack of purchasing powerto play a role in politics (Micheletti 2003, Redpath 1881).
The first example of a buycott also originated in the United States, though much later.
In 1890 the National Consumers' League (NCL) began the "white label" campaign in

whichwomen published a list of the companies that gave their workers safe and

sanitary working conditions and gave those manufacturers white labels to put on their
clothes (Martens, 2009). People were then encouraged to look for the labels and to
buy those products that met the expectation of safe working conditions.
In the twentieth century, boycotts have become predominantly a way to fight

for human rights. Unions and workers used boycotts of California vegetables to make
farmers change their policies on unfair wages, unsafe conditions, and mistreatment of
the migrant farm workers (Jenkins and Perrow 1977). During the civil rights
movement, boycotts were used in multiple locations. Most famous was the

Birmingham bus boycott started by the actions of Rosa Parks (Colemanet al. 2005).
Across the South, black communities organized boycotts of white owned businesses

with mixed results (Chong 1991). These actions would play a significant role in
creating change in the treatment of blacks and workers. However, they have not
always been used in alliance with progressive goals; especially during the early part

ofthe 20th Century, boycotts were used in opposition to minority groups. The most
obvious example in history was the Nazi boycott of Jewish merchants and goods,

which took place with the rise of the Third Reich. Similar boycotts existed in the

United States such as the boycotting policies directed at Chinese products (Hawkins
2010). The history of buycotts is not so deep, although examples do exist: the

National Recovery Administration's "Blue Eagle" which attempted to increase fair
treatment for workers in the United States by placing an emblem on products that

complied with a set of minimum standards during the 1930s (found unconstitutional

in 1935) and inthe first half ofthe 20th Century when groups inIndia both boycotted
British wool and buycotted Indian made clothing (Hawkins, 2010).

The history of boycotts and buycotts has traditionally been localized and
personalized, as people participated on issues that have direct effects upon
themselves. Exceptions exist such as boycotts of goods from the Axis powers in the

period leading up to World War II; however, they are rare. The 1960s saw a burstof
political activism on all forms of participationand boycotts in particular were very

common. Towards the end ofthe 20th century the area of political consumption began
to grow at a rapid rate. There was an increase in interest in political consumption
practices based on weaker, less personal relationships between the boycotting
individual and the boycotted product. In 1977 people in the United States began to

protest against the Nestle Company for the company's promotion of infant formula in
countries outside of the U.S., predominantly in those that were less developed

(Micheletti 2003). In the 1960s, growing out of the civil rights movement, the desire
for action against the South African apartheid system and similar policies seen as
racist in southern African countries such as Angola emerged. These actions continued
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until the end of apartheid in 1993 and continued in other countries for a longer period.
These boycotts forced companies from the United States that did business in South
Africa to change their business models, with many companies choosing to leave or

greatly reduce their production (Vogel 2004; Hawkins 2010). These two international
boycotts represented the beginning effects of globalization on boycotts and the
movement of political consumption towards what it resembles today.

Theoretical Development

Probably the most important variable leading to the change in the process of
political consumption has been the process of globalization. The changes that have
been brought about by globalization have been well documented, including such
changes as "transformation ofjobs, careers, and labor markets ... dislocation of civil
society organizations ... and collapse of broad opposition ideologies to the neo-liberal
faith in market democracies" (Bennett, 2004,102-103). These have worked in
multiple ways to play a role in the growth of political consumption. Perhaps most

important to the process is that the state's ability to regulate in a global market
becomes restricted. As the complexities of the laws of many different countries are
brought into agreement, it becomes a problem for any one country to regulate by any
universal concept of morality or ethics. States find themselves in a position in which
they have problems "ensuring citizen well-being" (Michelettti 2003, p. 5). On the
other side of power, the individual exerts less and less influence on the globe around
them. However, the market becomes one of the only places that the individual has the
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opportunity to exert any influence on what is produced and in what manner
companies choose to produce (Andersen and Tobiasen 2004).

The concept of subpolitics as put forward by Beck (1997) represents the

theory that empowers (or forces) individuals to be more active in taking care of their
well-being. Citizens are no longer able to trust the government's ability to take care
of the citizen and begin to press for more responsibility in non-traditional political
outlets. Individualization becomes common to people living in a "risk society."
Individualization means that "individuals must produce, stage and cobble together

their biographies themselves" (Beck, 1997, p. 95). For our topic of political
consumption this means that consumers begin to take some amount of responsibility
for what they purchase. Suddenly outcries for safer food or similar products become
something that the consumer, through purchasing, demands from the producer.
Similarly, postmodern and identity politics theorists see individualization

leadingto consumers demanding a different type of political organization than had
been previously seen. Suddenly demand has risen for a change of focus on what is

valued. Newer generations appear to be changing their preferred type of political

participation, preferring "loose, less hierarchical, informal networks, and all kinds of
lifestyle-related sporadic mobilization efforts" (Stolle and Hooghe 2004, p. 271).
These values are of course missing in traditional types of political participation, but
are found in newer types, such as political consumerism. Bennett (2004) takes the

expansion of globalization and blends it with the triumph of neo-liberal ideas in the
wake of the fall of communism to show that individualism has produced a belief in
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the market model. This means that individuals desire more options that fit their wants
and less structure limiting their options.

There exists a very diverse range of theories that explain why a shift in

political participation would occur at the present moment. Giddens (1991) looks at
the concept he calls life politics which "concerns political issues which flow from
processes of self-actualisation in post-traditional contexts, where globalizing

influences intrude deeply into the reflexive project of the self, and conversely where

processes of self-realisation influence global strategies" (p. 214). Giddens is arguing
that globalization influences the individuals and where the individual reacts to their
position in a global sense, thinking of their place in society as one that has an impact
on the whole world. This means the individual goes about their daily life activities

making decisions on a political level based on their impact on the global world. The
modernization theorists Inglehart (1997) and Bell (1973) have addressed changes in

the society (based in economic stabilization following World War II for Inglehart and
changes in production for Bell). For modernization theorists, these changes in society
have led to a readjustment of ideals. Inglehart considers the changing focus away
from materialistic goals to postmaterialistic goals as meaning citizens are taking more
control and demanding that governments address issues of importance on a more
global scale, such as environmental controls.

There are many theories that address changes in political activity over the
course of the last four decades and the effects of these changes. However, the two
main ideas that seem to inform the adjustment (and for our purpose seem to help
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explain political consumption) are that some sort of globalization process is occurring
in which people are confronted with a world that reaches farther than it has in the past
and an individualization process is occurring in which people are forced (or choose)

to take more action in their everyday life, with the added concept that some of those
people will begin to take their new found personal choice as an opportunity (or
requirement) to think about themselves in a global/political scale.

What Makes One a Political Consumer?

Political consumption must now be defined by how it is separate from normal
consumption. If political consumption represents actors going out of their way to alter
their everyday purchasing power, we must identify what is unique about political
consumption. According to Stolle and Hooghe (2003), three important aspects

separate political consumption from non-political consumption. First, the individual
must actually participate in purchasing or not purchasing the items. The individual
must be actively engaged in the process of consuming. Joining a boycott must mean
that the actor is actively avoiding the purchase of an item. The actor cannot boycott
an item they would not be buying otherwise. For example, if one boycotts Company
X then one must be a shopper of Company X. If one has never shopped at Company

X and has no plans to shop at Company X, then one cannot join a boycott in which
they just continue to not shop at Company X; there must be a real threat of economic
damage or support for a company for one's actions to represent political
consumption.
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The second issue for political consumption is that the individual must have
knowledge. One must know what is involved in purchasing goods that are

environmentally friendly, what funding for breast cancer means, or why one would
choose to avoid Planned Parenthood donor businesses. This means the "actor

involved has to have sufficient knowledge and a politically or socially inspired
motivation for his/her consumer decisions" (Stolle and Hooghe, 2003 p. 280). The

important distinction that must be understood is between those who choose to

purchase items because they feel they are naturally better or because of personal
reasons. It is reasonable that some people will purchase items such as organic fruit

because they believe they taste better or are healthier for them. This action does not
mean that the individual is acting politically; rather, the individual is making personal
decisions based on taste. Similarly, one may avoid a certain product because they are

allergic, but this does not imply a political action. Consumers who read labels for
personal reasons and tastes may go through a similar process while shopping;
however, this does not mean they are actually being political consumers. Stolle and

Hooghe differentiate between those who commit public acts and those who commit

passive acts. The public actor is the one who will be the political consumer, who
understands the actions and understands the reasons for participating: "consumers

who are politically, socially, and environmentally motivated to make certain decisions
are clearly what we would label political consumers" (ibid p. 281).

The final aspect of political consumers is that they must be active in their
political consumption on a regular basis, not just on rare occasions. There is a
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distinction to be made between the individual who sees a sign about a product being

environmentally safe or being fair trade and on that singular occasion judges that to
be something they feel good about buying. Instead, political consumers must

consistently go out of their wayto purchase items, attempt to do research before
buying, or have information given to help them direct whatto buy and what not to
buy. Political action cannot take place in a vacuum, rather it must be a social issue,

because what one is trying to achieve is meant to extend further than an individual. If
actions are done which may have political effects, but the individual is not looking at
the social world around them for their reason, then they themselves are not political.

Previous Literature on Political Consumption

Previous studies on political consumption have defined many indicators of a

political consumer. Much of the literature has focused on specific case studies of
political consumption. Other research has focused on using secondary research to get
a broad overview of demographic characteristics of political consumers. What has

been found by the past research has beencontradictory in nature. Below I will
summarize the key findings.

Gender

One of the most discussed variables has been the finding by some that women

are more likely to be political consumers than men. Micheletti (2004) has set out to

explain that women have historically used consumption "as a way of working with
16

issues that were close to home and part of their role as wives and mothers" (p. 250).

The fact that women had been relegated to the household and excluded from

traditional ways of participating means political consumption has been a way for
women to find non-traditional access to the political process. Political consumption

through anti-sweatshop white labeling campaigns and women's liberation campaigns
such as "Don't Buy Where You Can't Work" allowed women to become both
knowledgeable about political issues and play a role in reforming them. However, as

women gained an expanded world in more traditional political activities and access to
the workforce, women's influence in political consumption appears to have continued

at a higher rate than men. For example, studies on labeling show that women are

more likely to participate in purchasing products that are labeled to be betterfor the
environment (Roheim et al. 2004, Micheletti 2004).

Multiple theories are put forward as to why women would be more likely to

participate in political consumption. The first theory is the socialization theory, in
which women learn the role of shopping and therefore are more likely to take on the

responsibility to learn what the effects of their shopping are on a political level
(Micheletti 2004). This theory would hypothesize that, once women and men shared
equal responsibility for the shopping and otherhousehold duties, then men would be

just as likely to be political consumers. The second theory is the situational theory of
participation, in which women as caregivers and mothers have different values.
Women are more likely to participate and take action on things that are happening in
everyday life and women can connect more directly to those who are affected.
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Political consumption as a direct form of action, in which typicallythere is a direct

expected result, makes it an ideal type of interaction for women (Flammang 1997).
The third theory about why womenparticipate is a structural theory in which women

being excluded or hindered from active involvement in traditional political spheres
will cause them to find alternative methods of participation (de Grazia 1997). This

means consumption introduces itself as a greatway to be politically active for

women, allowing themto circumvent walls that have denied them access to political
change in the past.

However, despite the logical theories behind women's increasedparticipation,

there are some questions whenwe beginto look at the data. Multiple surveys have

shown a larger proportion of women as compared to men participating in political
consumption (Stolle et al. 2005, Neilson and Paxton 2010, Forno and Ceccarini 2006,
Anderson and Tobiasen 2004). However, three surveys (Baek 2010; Newman and
Bartels 2010; Youn and Kim 2008) showed that women were not statistically more

likely to participate in political consumption than men were. Most important to our

study, Baek (2010) and Newman and Bartels (2010) are the only surveys that
gathered data from the United States. Baek also distinguished between boycotters,
buycotters, and dualcotters (those who do both), finding that dualcotters and
boycotters were more likely to be male and that there was virtually no difference
between men and women when it came to buycotters and those who did neither form

of participation. The question becomes whether we are seeing differences based on
the country or if the findings of these two surveys are outliers for some other reason.
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Interestingly enough, in the study by Stolle et al. (2004), the only models which did
not show differences in genderwere those pertaining to individual countries, as both

Canada and Belgium showed no significant relationship between gender and political
consumerism. In Froneo and Cecarrini's (2006) research on Italy, women showed

significant results; however, housewives showed a lower percentage of political
consumers, calling into question some of the theories described above about why
women would be more likely to be political consumers. The literature in many ways

has accepted the idea that women are more likely to be political consumers than men

are, without gaining clear statistics to back up the claim. Although there seems to be

some support for the idea, it seems premature to accept this conclusion completely.

Education and Income

Education and income appear to play a role in affecting each other in the

previous research. Mostof the research finds that those with a higher level of
educationare more likely than those with less education to be politically active

(Nelson and Paxton 2010; Baek2010; Forno and Ceccarini 2006; Anderson and
Tobiasen 2004; Newman and Bartels, 2010). However, two surveys found that

education had no role in political consumerism (Stolle et al. 2005; Youn and Kim

2008). The Stolle et al. research has to be looked upon differently, however, since
they were asking students the question on education by relating the issue to their
parents' education and this could have had an effect upon the results.
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Along with education, income has been a measure for some to argue that what
is happening with political consumption is rather "elitist, not only does one need
money to participate in it, but the general rule also tends to be that "politically

correct" products or products with a special label tend to be more expensive" (Stolle
et al. 2005). Again, on income, the results are mixed. Multiple authors find
connections between higher income and increased political consumption (Neilson and
Paxton 2010; Baek 2010). However, Youn and Kim (2008) find an inverse

relationship, with lowerincome leading to higher political consumerism. Meanwhile
Stolle et al. (2005) also find an inverse relationship; however, their population of

college students may mean what one sees is that those with less income in an already

privileged group are more willing to be political consumers. Finally, Anderson and
Tobiasen (2004) find that, controlling income for education level, the relationship is
virtually nonexistent. In order to make the argument that political consumption is an
elitist action, one needs to see these variables producing results that are more
consistent.

Social Capital

Multiple authors draw important connections to the theory of social capital
(Stolle et al. 2005; Neilson and Paxton 2010). Social capital requires two dimensions:
associations between individuals and that relations between individuals be trusting,

reciprocal, and positive emotions (Paxton 1999). In relation to political consumption,
it is theorized "people with greater social capital have both more access to
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information that might lead to consume politically, and more motivation to act on this
information" (Neilson and Paxton, 2010).

The first principle of social capitalthat must be established is trust. Multiple
authors have pointed to the fact that trust has an important role in the choice that the
individual shopper makes when purchasing an item (Korcynski 2005, Brown and

Reingen 1987). Whether it is trust generated from peer relations or trust in the

salesperson, individuals use trust as a means to help guide their purchasing decisions.
When it comes to political consumption, individuals must have trust to gain
connections to the knowledge that will allow them to purchase products that are

environmentally friendly or represent their political views. Knowing people,

especially peers, who might have the same political goals allows individuals to have
more access to information and to be more confident about their purchasing decision.

The secondprinciple of social capitalthat is of importance is the individual's
involvement in associations. Involvement in groups has been shown to have a

connection to political activism (Leighly 1995 has a comprehensive list on page 190).
Involvement gives access to information and motivation for its members to be

politically active: "norms are spread through groups by influence processes in which
attitudes and behaviors are disseminated among individuals" (Neilson and Paxton

2010). The individual's link to the group allows for learning how to act, learning of
the repercussions of not acting, can lead to stigmatization if the individual does not
act appropriately, and can enrapt the individual in the need to act a certain way.
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Neilson and Paxton (2010) do the most in-depth look at social capital, looking
at the role of involvement in associations, frequency of involvement in associations,

generalized trust, andtrust in institutions. Their findings showed mixed results of the
effects of social capital on political consumption. When it came to generalized trust,

there was a positive correlation, with those who exhibit trust in their fellow human

beings found to be more likely to participate in political consumption. However, there
was a negative relationship between trust in institutions and political consumption.

They theorize thatthose who are political consumers feel the need to take matters of
politics into theirown hands and feel that traditional institutions have failed in their
ability to protect customers. When it came to involvement in associations, both

general involvement and the frequency with which one is involved have a positive
correlation with an increase in political consumption.

Stolle et al. (2005) found similar results when testing for social capital,

showing that individuals showed a correlation between generalized trust and political
consumption, while their trust in institutions has a negative relationship. Norris

(1999) has made the argument that what is being seen is an increase in "critical
citizens" who have a high level of self efficacyabout their own abilities to shape and
change policy, but who are highly critical of institutions. Contrary to the above
works, Baek (2010) found contradictory informationon the issue of trust. He found
that the results for generalized trust and institutional trust were statistically
insignificant.
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Post-Materialism

In Stolle et al. (2005) and Baek (2010) the most explanatory results came from
the correlation between post-materialistic values and political consumption.

According to Inglehart (1997), "unprecedented degrees of economic security
experienced by the postwar generation in most industrial societies was leading to a

gradual shift from "Materialist" values (emphasizing economic and physical security
above all) toward "Postmaterialist" priorities (emphasizing self-expression and the

quality of life)" (p. 4). This shift has been suggested to lead consumers to "find new
venues to express their private and public interests and identities" (Stolle et al. 2010;

p. 252). The post-materialistic individual is one who is more likely to call for personal
autonomy and is more likely to take direct political action (Inglehart 1997). Since
post-materialism has such an emphasis on the individual and on the shift toward
individual responsibility, we can expect to see individuals taking responsibility for
their purchasing power.

Stolle et al. (2005) found post-materialism to explain 40% of the variance.
The authors state that, of all their models, it is the post-materialism model that "offers

the most complete picture of the characteristic of political consumerism" (p 261).
Likewise, Baek (2010) finds significant support for the post-materialism thesis, as
political consumers were more likely to feel an obligation to citizenship and to have
higher levels of social tolerance.
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Types of Political Consumerism

Part of Inglehart's concept of post-materialism is that this new focus on

autonomy and quality of life led to a refocusing on different political landscapes, such
as an emphasis on environmental issues. Similarlythe majority of the political

consumption literature has focused on the type of consumption that takes place on the
basis of what could be classified as liberal political issues, i.e. environmentalism,

organic, fair-trade, etc. If post-materialism is a value change in how people approach
political issues and not just a way of reinforcing one set of moral beliefs, then what
we should see is the development of post-materialist values across a diverse array of

political ideologies. The only attempt in the political consumption literature up until
now to examine this issue has come from Baek (2010) who analyzed the differences

betweenpolitical consumers and what issues were important. Baek did find that

political consumers were more likely to think the issues of public education, health
care, and pollution were more important; however, on issues such as taxation, racial
discrimination, and abortion, there was no difference between political consumers and

non-political consumers. These findings seem to give support to focusing on certain
issues by political consumers, yet they do not deny the fact that on some issues there
are possibilities for political consumption from a different political perspective. I

argue what we see is not an emphasis on certain issues, but instead a lag as those who
are seen as more conservative take more time to develop a post-materialistic way of

being politically active. In the next section I will identify some of the literature on
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specific types of political consumption and attempt to locate some of the newer
developments in political consumption.

Liberal Buycotts

There has been a glut of information looking at the effects of consumption

resulting from liberal political action. The concepts of fair trade (particular emphasis
has been placed on coffee), environmental concerns, and (particularly organic and
locally grown) food purchasing have all gained some amount of interest from
researchers.

The largest problem with looking at buycotts is parsing out why the individual

is actually doing the shopping. We can see this in the research on organic food
consumption that shows politics has a significant effect on whether someone

purchases organic food or not; however, it is not the only reason and not even the
most important one, with values such as health being reported as more important

(Lockie et al. 2002). However, a study looking at the link betweenethical motivation
and organic food showed that those who were more engaged with ethical interests
were more open to and likely to use organic food (Honkanen, 2006). Similar research
found that political motivations were strongly linked to food choice, especially for
women (Lindeman and Vaananen, 1999).

Much of the research on buycotts has come from three perspectives. The first
are those who see buycotts as a co-option by market ideals and therefore as

problematic. The second group of research takes the time to look at the ability of
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buycotts to shift policy and the ability of companies to use niche market wants as a
source of product expansion. A third group of research has looked at the role of
governments in pushing labeling campaigns, especially for environmental issues.
We can see these trends in the literature on fair trade coffee. Fridell (2007)

praises the concept of fair-trade coffee because it challenges exchange principles;
however, he argues that how this is accomplished is limited by the fact it is using the

capitalist market: " Fair traders have, in essence, attempted to de-commodify good
through the very mechanism that leads to their commodification in the first place- the
capitalist market" (p. 99). Fridell arguesthat the good that comes from individuals
paying attention to the situationof people in foreign lands, or the global south, does
not remove the fact that those countries are dependent on the northern consumers and
therefore still at the whim of northern consumers, who do not have to live with the

consequences of their own market decisions. Fridell ultimately sees fair trade, and we
can extrapolate to all buycotts, as "importantsymbolic challenge^] to the principles
of market exchange under capitalism, it is unlikely to serve as the basis for
envisioning a project that moves beyond the symbolic toward a long-term,
fundamental challenge to the core aspects of commodification" (p. 100).

In almost complete congruence with the negative view of some when it comes

to buycotts, we see a literature in marketing that looks at the ability of companies and
advertisers to take advantage of the demand for products with a social and political
side. Obermiller et al. (2009) approached fair-trade coffee from how consumers

actually approach those companies who produce fair-trade coffee. What they found
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was that quality was more important, but also more important was brand recognition.
This seems to give advantage to the complaints of those who see buycotts as feeding
market capitalism. Vogel (2005) speaks to a divisionthat we see when it comes to

businesses getting involved with political consumption, in which companies have to
choose between the demands of what appears to be a smaller niche market for a

particular product and the profitmargin that can be actually earned from that
population. Businesses find a vocal part of the population that demands ethical

products; however, they are a minority and because production costs more andthe
clientele is small, the companies must choose to produce and lose money or they can

choose not to produce and not feed a marketneed. This, at least for the present,
means that ethical consumption can only be integrated to a certain extent, as
businesses are not willing to risk the possibility of losing business for a market that
cannot make up for the increase in production cost.

A third take on buycotts has been to address how governments have pushed

for labeling schemes, particularly eco-labeling in European countries. Eco-labeling

campaigns especially in Europe have been shown to produce mixed results in pushing
forward political consumption among the population. Government actions serve two

purposes: first, it serves to legitimize the efforts of those who have been working
through political actions and represents their success in getting policy adopted and
hopefully to getting a greater chance to shape policy (although it can be used to cut
off complaints of more radical groups by presenting the situation in less radical

terms) (Cashore et al., 2004). The second thing that labeling schemes do for political
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consumers is that they offer a chance to increase awareness. Eco-labeling in Europe
has had mixed results, but it can serve in "fostering environmental responsibilitytaking among political consumers" (Jordan et al., 2004).
When we look at the literature on the ways that buycotts have been framed,

we get a broader picture of the underlying issues that can arise from a new form of
political participation. We see that there are questions of the legitimacy of ethical
consumerism, and we see that businesses have an interest in the development of

consumers who care about what the product does, where it comes from, and the

practices of the organization behind them. We also see that the government can work
either as an assistant or as a co-opter of movements. However, what we see most

importantly is that the literature talks about these issues through political activity
typically seen as being performed by liberal activists. Fair-trade coffee,
environmental activity, and organic food all represent concepts and movements with
their roots in liberal political ideology.

Conservative Buycotts

While concepts surrounding the purchasing of goods associated with liberal
issues have become fairly mainstream, those involving conservative based issues

appear to be more recent and their effects and roles have not been adequately studied
by scholars. The concept of consumer ethnocentrism is one of the most well recorded
types of conservative political consumption: "the term "consumer ethnocentrism"
[represents] the beliefs held by American consumers about the appropriateness,
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indeed the morality, of purchasing foreign made products" (Shimp and Sharma 1987

p. 280). The literature has traditionally looked at consumer ethnocentrism in terms of
consumer animosity towards those of different backgrounds (Klein 2002). In the case
of consumer ethnocentrism, many of the demographic characteristics of the

consumers seem to be opposite of those of most political consumers, in particular age
and gender, with those who are older and male more likely to be practicing
ethnocentric consumption (ibid).

Outside of ethnocentric consumption, very little has been written about

political consumptionof products more likely to be embraced by conservative
politics. Even though there have been some historical cases of purchasing based on
reactionary racial policies, there have been very few historical examples of buycotts
by conservatives (Hawkins 2010). However, in recent times there have been reports

of buycotts of products with politically conservative motivations. For example, in
April 2010, the Governor of Arizona signed a bill that enacted stricter sanctions on

illegal immigration (Archibold 2010). This caused reactions from both sides of the
issue, particularly protests from those with a liberal ideology and buycotts from those
with a conservative ideology. With backing from some Tea Party activists,

individuals began to purposefully purchase products from the state to show support
for these immigration policies and to react against boycotts that had been called for
by liberal activists (Kollipara 2010; Buycott Arizona 2011). This buycott seems to

represent one of the most common forms of political consumption in which activists
push back against activism by liberals. Similar actions can be seen in buycott
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campaigns in support of Whole Foods and the buy Israel campaigns (Watson 2009,

AJC 2011). The Whole Foods example presents us with an interesting example in
which conservative individuals crossed over to a store that specialized in liberal

concepts such as organic and fair trade products, due to the CEO's stance against the
health care policies of the Obama administration.

Charity Politics Buycotts

The concept of giving to charities has been around for centuries, and even

connecting purchasing with charity has been around for a long time, whether it be girl
scout cookies or church bake sales. However, there has been a trend of late to push

charity purchasing into mainstream stores. Movements to address issues such as
breast cancer and AIDS have moved their campaigns into the supermarket and tied

their charity giving not towards disconnected action, but rather through the

purchasing of everyday items such as yogurtand t-shirts. No longer is giving to
charities disconnected from everyday shopping; rather, every trip to the supermarket
allows the individual a chance to purchase to benefit their charity.

The concept, often talked about as "cause-related marketing," in many ways
can be dated to the movement of breast cancer groups to bring attention to and gain

support for their movement. In 1992, Estee Lauder worked to create the pink ribbon,
developing the idea from the work of the Susan G. Komen Foundation and the work
of Charlotte Haley, and marketed a make-up product in which a portion of the
proceeds would go to the Breast Cancer Research Fund. This was followed by
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contracts between breast cancer foundations and companies such as Yoplait in which

portions of the profits would go to help the foundations or organizations (Berglind
and Nakata 2005). Following this would be campaigns such as the (RED) campaign

for AIDS which works to give profits to the Global Fund to help develop HIV and
AIDS programs in Africa.

Inglehart's (1997) concept of post-materialism talks about the transition that
issues such as health care go through as they become political issues and not just

individual issues. In many ways, these charities are operating under the assumption

that people are not just generous and altruistic; rather, they are arguing that peopleare
willing to make the issues that charities address political issues, in which individuals
will use their buying power as a way to circumvent the traditional ways of handling
charity. If the individual purchaser is aware of the issues involving the charities and
the research behind them, if the individual goes into the purchasing process with the

intention of purchasing goods which represent their charity of choice, and if the
individual chooses to purchase product in support of charity issues on a frequent
basis, I argue that this is a process of political consumption.

Liberal Boycotts

Boycotts from a liberal perspective have already been discussed with the
development of the movements against apartheid in South Africa and against

companies such as Nestle. Traditionally boycotts have embraced those concepts that

many liberals have supported. Movements such as those against African countries
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because of their policies of apartheid are a continuation of the history of boycotts
based on racial discrimination seen in the South. Discrimination has also shown up in

oppositionto companies and groups for their support of discrimination policies based
on sexual orientation and gender. Recently we have seen calls for a boycott of

companies such as the Target Corporation and Best Buy for their donation policies to
political candidates who oppose same-sex marriage (Human Rights Campaign, 2010;
Montopoli, 2010). Gender discrimination has also been a catalyst for boycotts.

Boycotts have been called or pressed for against companies that restrict women's
membership (The Augusta National) and for lack of hiring women (The New

Yorker), along with the more historic gender discriminationboycotts discussed earlier
because of the companies' hiring practices (Nylund, 2003)

Following on the heels of the UFW boycotts of California fruit growers led by
Cesar Chavez, labor unions felt they could use boycotts as a means to press for

change in the labor market. Groups such as the AFL-CIO began to make boycotts an
issue and released lists with companies that should be boycotted because of their anti

union policies (Shaw, 2008). Some authors such as Seidman (2007) argued that the
nature of boycotts, especially in the global perspective, were very limited. Seidman
argued that it becomes very hard to judge whether those who decide to boycott

actually have any effect and that even those who do boycott run the risk of hurting the
workers in the country they are trying to change. In general, the complaint is that in
transnational operations it becomes very difficult for individuals to have an actual
effect. However, Shaw (2008) argues that the problem has more to do with what type
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of boycott is occurring. Shaw argues there are two types of boycotts done against
organizations: paper and grassroots. Paper boycotts occur when groups such as the
AFL-CIO just release a need to boycott a company and have no organizational

support to gaintraction for the boycott among the community. Shawargues that when
boycott organizations get out and organize, spreading the message through direct
actions, then the boycotts can lead to a successful international effort. For example,

Shawpresents us with the role of Neighbor to Neighbor in helping to end right-wing
death squads through the boycott of Salvadoran coffee in the 1990s. Neighbor to

Neighbor was able to raise assistance from many differentunions, including getting
the Longshoremen's Union to agree not to unload the coffee of Nestle Corporation.
Theythen pushed for the picketing of cafes and other businesses using coffee from El
Salvador, as well as expanding the boycotts to other coffee companies such as Philip
Morris and Proctor and Gamble (ibid.). Through advertising and pressure Neighbor to

Neighbor was able to get first Proctorand Gamble and then other companies to press
El Salvadorto stop the violence in the nation. Although it is still hard to say that these
companies' responses forced the peace agreement, Shaw speculates that the fact that
the largest coffee importers in the United States pressed for action had a direct effect
on the signing of the peace agreement that occurred two years later in 1992.
Liberal political groups have had a strong visual representation in the psyche
of consumers as organizations such as Greenpeace, PETA, and the Free Tibet

campaigns are widely known. These groups are often known to the casual consumer
and their presence represents a presence not often seen from conservative movements.
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Boycotts have been called against companies such as Exxon-Mobil, BP, Wal-Mart,
and Starbucks, along with country boycotts such as those against Israel, Burma, and

China (for a starting point, list and links to groups can be found at the following
website: http://www.ethicalconsumer.org). Often these organizations and countries
are boycotted for their effects on the environment, their labor policies, their treatment
of animals, human rights violations, and their effects both globally and locally as

transnational corporations. The linking feature of these boycotts is the fact they are
from a liberal perspective.

Conservative Boycotts

Similar to buycotts, conservative boycotts have not been discussed in the

literature nearly to the same extent as those with a liberal bias. Oddly enough, a study

of newspaper reports on boycotts found that moral boycotts were the most widely

reported type of boycott (King 2008). These type of boycotts, such as against violent
video games, would most likely fall under conservative boycott; however, virtually
no literature has been devoted to these boycotts. (It should be noted that most likely to

be reported does not mean most likely to have an impact or create change, therefore
there might be other reasons for the lack of information). One of the few areas talked
about, and only in passing, has been the boycott of French goods following the
invasion of Iraq. Micheletti (2003) briefly mentions the situation and Ashenfelter et
al. (2007) did a study of the impact on French wine, only to find that there was no
impact from the boycott.
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The most visible area in which boycotts have been used has been in relation to

abortion rights. Projects such as the boycott by Life Decisions International against
Planned Parenthood have been pressed as ways to push companies to stop funding for
support of abortion (Life Decisions International 2011). Similar groups such as the
American Family Association and the Southern Baptist Convention have moved

towards boycotts of companies such as Home Depot, Wal-Mart, Walt Disney, and
Ford based on what they see as promotion of the "gay agenda" (Alex Johnson, 2005;
American Family Association 2011; CNN, 1997).

Despite a wide spread use of boycotts by conservatives, little scholarly
research has examined how effective or how broad the claims of these groups are.

Large questions loom over these boycotts, because participation has rarely left the
inner circle of these groups. This is problematic for both the groups and for
researchers of boycotts. When groups have no checks from researchers they lack
legitimacy in how much effect their groups are actually having on the companies
through their policies. On the other side, if researchers are failing to look into the
action of groups using the boycott, then a part of the population is missing that may
be producing unique results. The question of whether these boycotts from
conservatives are categorically different from those of liberals or if there are
connections between those who use boycotts as political actions on a diversity of
topics needs to be addressed.
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Conclusion

We have shown that the concept of political consumption began as a market
based way for individuals to influence issues surrounding their everyday existence. In

the last thirty or forty years, however, it has become a process by which individuals
seek to adjust the policies and issues of people with whom they are not directly
involved, even at times to the detriment of their own pocketbook via higher prices for

goods. We then begin to look at the previous literature on political consumption and
address what should and should not be included in our analysis. Most importantly, we

observed that simple replies to whether individuals had boycotted or buycotted were
not enough, since political consumption should imply that individuals do not just

passively engage in political consumption, rather they must do so on a regular basis
and that their shopping behavior should be informed by information. In being able to

directly ask questions about political consumption, something severely lacking in the
current literature, we are able to combine much of what the previous literature has
said and begin to ask of an American population how they view political

consumption; in this way we are simply replicating the work of previous authors to
try and get a base level understanding of this fairly new phenomenon. Finally, a novel
contribution is the goal of testing a bias towards progressive politics in research on
political consumption. In fully embracing the theories of deep structural change
represented by a change to post-modernism, late modernity, or whatever name one

chooses to call the last several decades, then what we are looking at is not the new

politics of progressivism, but a reassessment of how people interact with their
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economic and political system. In this way, we expect all political ideologies to move

towards directly pressing their agendas via economic system when they view the
nation-state as failing to address their concerns in a globalized world.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESES

The main goals of this research are to extend the concept of political

consumption as it is currently understood in existing research and to explore the
concept of political consumption as a political activity that has evolved in the context

of the United States. Because the majority of social science research that has focused
on political consumption, particularly studies conducted in Western European

nations, has attempted to derive evidence from survey responses not specifically
designed for the concept of political consumption, very little is known about the ways
in which individuals use political ideology and knowledge of the products available
for purchase in society.
With the focus on participants in the United States, we can set up some

overarching questions that this research hopes to examine. First, is the gender
difference in political consumption real or a mirage? Second, are political consumers

individuals who participate in other forms of political participation, or are political
consumers moving away from more traditional forms of participation? Third, what

are the effects of social capital on political consumption? Fourth, what are the effects
of post-materialist values on political consumption? Is the connection between charity
and consumption similar to the link of more overtly political goals and consumption?
Is political consumption representative of a trend of people subverting traditional
political practices, or is it just a minor expansion of previous political actions? Is
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there a difference in how people participate in political consumption depending on the

issue and the political standpoint of the participant? And, finally, is the United States
more open to the blending of politics and consumption, or is there more resistance to
political consumption?

The majority of the studies up until now have shown a political consumer rate

of around a third of the population. The Stolle et al. study has a higher rate of political
consumers (about 72%) when looking at a similar student population as this research;
however, because of the gross difference between the one third and the three quarters,
there is reason to believe this to be an outlier. The question becomes whether, when
directly asked about political consumption, individuals are more likely to respond

positively than they would when asked a battery of question over a wide range of
issues as they would be seeing in the case of the European Social Survey or other
types of questionnaires. I hypothesize that we will see political consumers at a rate
above the typical one third found in the majority of previous studies, while still below
that of the higher results from Stolle et al. (2005). Part of this increase can likely be
attributed to the sample utilized in the current study, which consists of college
students who are more likely to be politically active in less traditional forms of
political participation. Additionally the rate of political consumption should be
higher, because I have chosen to include questions about charity politics purchasing
which have not been included in past surveys.
As it pertains to the demographic predictors of political consumption, I expect
to see women being more likely to participate in political consumption, which has
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been a consistent finding in the majority of previous political consumption research.

However, because of the concerns raised by some authors regarding the effects of
gender on political consumption, special attention will be paid to the ways in which
other variables in the analysis may be leading to spurious results. Therefore, I

hypothesize that there will be a significant but small effect of the influence of gender
on political consumption, with women being somewhat more likely to participate than
men are.

Both education and income can be problematic when the information is

collected from college students. Since college students often fail to understand the
nature of their family income, no information will be collected. Education data will
be collected based on the education level of the student's parents. Despite the results

in Stolle et al. (2005), I expect to see a significant positive relationship between those
students whose parents have more education and political consumption.
In relation to social capital and post-materialism, I expect to see similar results
to those of previous authors. I expect to see generalized trust have a positive
relationship with political consumption, while trust in institutions will have a negative
relationship with political consumption. I hypothesize a positive correlation between

involvement in associations and political consumption. I expect the values associated
with post-materialism to have a positive correlation with political consumption.
I expect to see different rates of political consumption for those purchases that
will be considered liberal, conservative, or charitable. First, in regards to charity

politics and the issue of cause-related marketing, much has been written about how
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people perceive they would respond to charity intrusion on purchasing. Generally, it
is conceived that individuals are receptive and respond positively to companies that
associate their goods with charity. However, very few studies have asked about
individuals' current rate of charitable purchasing, and there is no baseline data on

what percentage of the population is active in charity political consumption. As a
result, it is difficult to get an accurate estimate of the impact of charity politics on
rates of political consumption. In this way I hypothesize that the correlations between
demographic variables and charity politics will be different from those for traditional

political consumption. Similar to Cui et al. (2003), I expect to see women be more
active in political consumption that is classified as charity politics. Although no one
has looked at the role of post-materialism, we should expect that post-materialism

should produce more charity giving, as people seek to have a direct effect on issues
that are of importance to them.

Conservative political consumption, because we lack previous empirical
evidence, must be approached with caution. First, I expect a smaller number of
participants. This is because we are looking at a younger age group of respondents

and because conservative political consumption is less well known. Assuming we
have enough of a population to run statistical analysis, the goal will be to examine the

differences between conservative political consumers and liberal political consumers.
First, I hypothesize that men will be more likely to participate in conservative
political consumption than women will be. Second, I hypothesize that the results

between trust and political consumption will be similar across political ideologies,
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with low levels of distrust in institutions and high levels of trust in people correlated

with higher levels of political consumption. Third, I hypothesize that the relationship

between levels of association membership and political consumption will be similar
across political ideologies. These two concepts mean that I hypothesize that social
capital has a similar influence across political ideologies. Next, we hypothesize that

post-materialistic values will be less significant in political consumption for
conservative participants in comparison to liberal participants. This is because there
appears to be some bias towards liberal politics in the measurement of postmaterialism. However, there is reason for me to believe that the bias in measuring

post-materialism is a product of the measuring tool and not the theoretical concept.
Therefore, I will attempt to do an analysis of what values conservative political
consumers considered important to see if there are any trends.
As it stands, I expect liberal political consumers will be the ones most likely
to replicate the findings on political consumers. I expect to find the same relationship
between high levels of generalized trust and low levels of institutional trust and
political consumption found in previous studies. I expect post-materialism will
continue to be one of the most important variables in determining liberal political
consumption.
To summarize my hypotheses:
I.

General Results

1.1 Women: I expect to find that women are more likely to engage in
political consumption than men are. This relationship will be
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weaker than previously found due to the control variables included
in the current study.

1.2 Education: I expect to find that participants whose parents have a

higher level of education will be more likely to engage in political
consumption than participants whose parents have less education.
1.3 Social capital: I expect a positive correlation between level of
association and political consumption. I expect a positive
correlation between generalized trust and political consumption. I

expect a negative correlation between institutional trust and
political consumption.

1.4 Post-Materialism: I expect to find a strong positive correlation
between postmaterialist values and political consumption.
II.

Charity Political Consumption

2.1 I expect to find more individuals participating in charity political

consumption than in liberal or conservative political consumption.
2.2 I expect that women will be more likely to participate in charity
political consumption than men.
2.3 I expect to see a strong positive correlation between post-

materialistic values and charity political consumption.
III.

Conservative Political Consumers

3.11 expect to find that fewer people are active in conservative
political consumption than in liberal political consumption.
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3.2 I hypothesize that the results for conservative political consumers
will be similar to those of the general political consumer population
when it comes to social capital, trust, association, and demographic
information (with the exception of gender).

3.3 I expect to see less of an influence from post-materialism values on
conservative political consumers.

3.4 I expect to see a gender difference from general political
consumers, with men being more active conservative political
consumers than women.

IV.

Liberal Politics

I expect liberal political consumers to replicate the overall results of
the general political consumer population when it comes to
demographic information, social capital, and post-materialism.
V.

The United States

I expect to find unique correlations between characteristics of the
United States consumer in terms of political consumption in
comparison with the previous research from other countries.

Research Methods

The data used in this research is survey data collected from undergraduate
students at a public university in the Midwestern United States. It was administered to

a convenience sample of students taking Principles of Sociology courses. The survey
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was administered at the beginning of a class period. Participation was voluntary and
students were informed that they were under no obligation to participate. Our final
number of participants was 237 students from six different "Principles of Sociology"
classes. The survey was made up of 25 questions, some with multiple responses

available for the participant to choose (see Appendix 1). The questions were closedended and typically required the participants to check whichever answer best

represented their actions or opinions. Completion took the students between 15 and
20 minutes. Once the survey was passed out, the students took the survey at their own
pace and had the choice to stop the survey at any point they chose.

The sample is not representative of the population in the United States, nor

can it be guaranteed that it is representative of the student population. However, the
previous work of Stolle et al. (2005) used a similar sampling method and one of the
goals of this current study is to get a preliminary look at measuring political
consumption in the United States. Therefore, this survey should still be of value in
continuing the dialogue about political consumerism.
It is understood that there are problems involved with sampling from a student
population. For example, students have been shown to be more likely to participate in
political consumption (Youn and Kim 2010; Forno and Ceccarini 2006), not to

mention more likely to be active in non-traditional and more radical forms of political
activity. This should not only produce a skewing of the data towards political

consumption, but it may also bias the responses towards particular forms of political
consumption. However, the youth of this generation may be some of the first to be
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developing in a situation where post-materialist values and consumption have come
together and should represent the new reality that consumption and politics should be
considered together.

Variables and Measurements

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable was measured by the construction of a political
consumption index. Multiple questions were used to gauge the level of political
consumption by participants. First, to find out if they have participated in political
consumption, questions were asked about whether they had bought or boycotted items
for political or ethical reasons in the past 12 months. Two variables were created, a
dummy coded boycott, with one being anyone who had participated in boycotts, and a
similarly coded buycott variable. To gauge frequency, participants were given two

ten-point scales of how often they consider boycotting and buycotting in shopping,

ranging from never to every time they go shopping. This was then dummy coded for
those who with a high frequency, over half the time they go shopping, given a one
and those with a lower frequency getting a zero. Also included in the formation of an
index were questions on how important are political or ethical considerations when

looking at seven different items, such as groceries, restaurants, soaps, and clothes.
These were recoded with those answering 6-10 recoded as one and lower scores as

zero. This amounted to 11 different questions dummy coded to gauge political
consumption.
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The reliability test of our original 11-item index produced a Cronbach Alpha
of .838; however, it is clear that there is some separation between the seven measures
of ethical consideration and the other four variables. We then decided to reduce the

number of factors for an easier to use index. Once we reduced to a six variable model,

the Cronbach Alpha is .726. Our factor analysis showed buycotting loading weakly
(.443); however, because of the theoretical importance to our design, it is still
included in our model. The six variables were added together to form a composite

index to represent political consumption. This composite score was used as our
dependent variable.

Following the method of Stolle et al. (2005), there are "methodological and
theoretical considerations" that drive the reduction of the variables involved (p. 257).

First, methodologically, the two responses with the highest factor loading when it
comes to importance of ethical considerations are used, with them being respondents'
views on purchasing groceries and soaps. Second, theoretically, all three elements

(behavior, motivation, and frequency) should be involved in the creation of our
dependent variable, thus the behavior of actually boycotting and buycotting which
were the lowest loading factors are included because they represent actual behavior,
despite loading more weakly than the other responses. Six items were thus used to

construct a political consumption index that can be used for OLS regressions (See
Graph 13). The index was not normally distributed and thus was logged to create the
political consumption dependent variable.
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This process was repeated to make several other dependent variables to test
our other hypotheses. A boycott dependent variable was created by excluding the two

buycott variables from the index. Similarly, a buycott dependent variable was created
by excluding the two boycott variables from the index. The conservative political
consumers variable was created by dummy coding the buycott and boycott variables
to only include those who had participated in those actions classified as conservative.
Conservative boycott and buycott dependent variables followed the same path as our
buycott and boycott dependent variable, except that they were limited to only those
who participate in the conservative versions of boycotts and buycotts. The liberal
political consumer, boycotter, and buycotter dependent variables were similarly
developed with only those who responded to forms of political consumption that were

classified as liberal being included. Finally, a charity buycotter dependent variable
was developed by including only those who had participated in charity forms of

buycotting.^

Independent Variables

Demographic information collected included gender, race, parents' education,
and religiosity, along with questions about political party and political spectrum.
Gender was measured as a dichotomous variable, female coded as one and male

*Several other models were run to compare results, including a binary model, a
version of liberal and conservative political consumption based on party
identification, and a scaled model based on responses to the frequency and
importance. Most of these reflected either similar results or were not used because the
above method was preferred.
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coded as zero. Race was asked with a nine-category option. However, for simplicity
and because a majority (73.4%) classified as white non-Hispanic, the variable was
recoded as white one and minorities as zero. Because the participants are students,

education was measured by students identifying the education level of their father and
mother. Religious involvement was measured by asking if individuals regularly
attend religious services, with those who do and are thus religious being classified as
one and those who are not religious as zero. Political ideology is measured in two

ways. First, it is measured via political parties as respondents are asked to identify
their party as Democratic or Republican. Second, they were asked to place themselves
on a seven point scale from liberal to conservative.

Part of the idea that political consumption presents itself as an alternative form

of participation to traditional forms of participation means that there may be
differences in how people choose to participate. So far no significant results have
been shown that connect the upturn in political consumption with a downturn in
traditional political participation. Political participation of different types has been
shown to be a predictive variable for political consumption. To measure this we ask
two questions. First, we ask what forms of political participation people engage in,
whether it is voting, signing petitions, etc. These will be tested first as individual

types of political action for correlation. They are also grouped and tested based on
whether they are conventional, unconventional, or individualized forms of political

participation. These are then used to see if involvement in other forms of political
participation predicts political consumption. The second set of variables tested are
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questions asking aboutthe effectiveness of the same political activities. These were
tested in two ways. First, they were tested individually to see if any variables show

specific relationships to political consumerism. Secondly, they are grouped as
conventional forms of political participation (voting, member of political party,

contacting officials, volunteering, or appearing in media), unconventional forms of
participation (demonstrations, culture jamming, internetcampaigns, or civil
disobedience) and individualistic forms of participation (signingpetitions or donating
money). This gives us three different variables measuring behavior in political

participation (conventional, unconventional, and individual) and three different
variables testing motivation toward political participation participant (conventional,
unconventional, and individual).

Social Capital theory has been tested based on four variables: institutional

trust, generalized trust, frequency of socialization, and association involvement.
Generalized Trust is measured using responses, on a scale of 0-10, to three questions:

"Generally speaking, how muchdo you think people can be trusted?" (ranging from
can't be trusted=0 to always trusted = 10), "Do you think that most people would try
to take advantage of you if they got the chance, or would they try to be fair to you?"

(ranging from take advantage=0 to always fair=10), and "Would you say that most of
the time people try to be helpful to others or that they are mostly looking out for
themselves?" (ranging from for themselves=0 to always helpful= 10). Trust in
institutions is based on the average score (on a scale of 0-10) on the question "How

much do you personally trust each of the following?" with answers gathered on
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politicians, legal system, police, businesses, national government, and the United
Nations.

The association aspect of social capital was measured first by asking "In a

typical week, how often do you meet socially with friends, relatives, or work
colleagues?" with a seven point ordinal response set, ranging from not at all to

multiple times in a day. We then asked with which groups individuals are involved
and how they participate in those groups. A list of 22 organizations was presented for
which the respondents checked if they had been involved. These activities will
receive a ranking of 1-3 based on how political the group activities are, following
guidelines set up by Warren (2001). In this approach, activities such as being a
member of a church or a political party are more likely to produce political action and
therefore receive a value of three, as compared to activities like being a member of a
sports club, which are less likely to lead to political action and therefore receive a
value of one. Once dummy coded and each given a value of one, two, or three, each
individuals' associations were added up from all 22 of the activities to get a total

association value. This led to scores ranging from 0 to 31. Similar to the process done
by Neilson and Paxton (2010), the high values (17 and up) are grouped as a single
variable to try and limit the impact of extreme cases.

Post-materialism was measured following Inglehart's (1997) design. Postmaterialism is based on responses to three sections of four questions each about what
they believe should be the preferred goals of the national government. The participant
is asked to mark their first and second choice of where the government should focus
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their attention. Of the 12 choices, six have been identified with materialistic needs

(which emphasize survival) and five have been identified as post-materialistic ideas
(which emphasize "belonging, self-expression, and intellectual and aesthetic
satisfaction") (a sixth response is left unmarked because of low factor loading in the

works of Inglehart; it is generally not grouped as post-materialistic) (Charnock and
Ellis 2004, Inglehart, 1997, p. 108). A scale is created, ranging from zero to five with
five being those who chose all postmaterialist options

Data Analysis

To measure the ten different indexes created for dependent variables,

Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regressions were used. Each of the dependent variables
in the models had problems with normalcy and therefore they were all logged.
Heteroskedasticity and multicollinearity did not appear to be a problem based on
White's test and tests of multicollinearity.

Each of the ten dependent variables models went through four stages. Stage 1

involved testing demographic information (gender, race, religion, education, political
party and political ideology). Stage 2 tests the relationship between political
consumption and other types of political participation. Stage 3 tested the concept of
social capital (trust and association). Stage 4 tested the concept of post-materialism.
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Conclusion

We have designed ten different models looking at political consumers,

buycotters, boycotters, and then each of the three based on political ideologies. The

dependent variables were designed with the goals of not only showing behavior, but
also of reducing the effect of the casual political consumer. Each model will look at

four key aspects: demographic information, political participation, social capital, and
postmaterialism. As will be shown, significant results were found to justify the
inclusion of these variables, along with showing support for a wide range of political
activity across political ideologies.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

In this chapter, I will begin by discussing the profile of our population. I will
then discuss each of the ten models for the different types of political consumption,

discussing how predictive our independent variables are in determining political
consumers, along with any demographic information that deviates from our
population and correlations that are specific to our model.

Political Consumers within the Population

The survey as mentioned above is not a representative sample, since it is

convenience sample of students. Table 1 shows the distribution of our sample and for
each of our dependent variables.

Table 1 shows that a large percentage (85.2%) of our survey population has

engaged in at least some type of political consumption in the last 12 months. Broken
down to the different types of political consumption, 82.7% of the population has

participated in buycotting an item and 50.6%) of the population has participated in a
boycott. Dualcotters, or those who engage in both boycotts and buycotts, are 48.1%

of the population. Engagement with political consumption appears to be greater than
other forms of political participation; signing petitions has the highest participation
rate of all other forms of political actions at 33.8%. The high rate of political
consumption should be tempered when compared to the rate of participation. Only
34.8% of political consumers report buycotting over half the time they go shopping
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and only 16.7% of boycotters reported doing so. Along similar lines, those who rated
the importance of thinking ethically as important ranged between 28%> and 33%, with
slight variations of 39%> when it comes to groceries and 48%> when it comes to banks.
What we see is signs that political consumption is something that occurs at a high
rate, but not consistently.

As is to be expected there are specific types of political consumption that
occur more often than others. Environmental purchasing was the biggest type of

buycott action, with 60.8% of the survey population doing so. We also see high rates

of participation when it comes to buying products that support breast cancer research
(47.3%), made in America products (41.8%), and organic products (40.9%o). The
other buycott items are free range products (18.6%), fair trade products (8.9%), AIDS
(8%), and pro-Arizona (1.7%). Boycotting for treatment of animals was the most
common at 27.8%) of respondents. Other boycott items are for environmental
practices (21.1%), for discrimination practices (20.7%), shipping jobs overseas
(15.6%o), sweatshops (12.7%), for paying workers low wages in foreign countries
(9.7%>), for supporting planned parenthood (4.2%), and for supporting gay rights
(3.4%).

Model 1: Political Consumers

Demographics

Females make up the majority of the political consumer population at 59.4%
as compared to males at 39.6%>. Meanwhile cross-tabulations reveal significant
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differences between males and females, since 76.2% of males have been involved in

political consumption and 92.3%) of females have been involved in political
consumption. Political consumers had only minor differences from the sample
population on other demographic variables, such as race, religion, and education.
Similarly, cross-tabulations show few significant results outside of several types of
participation (donating money and signing petitions are the only ones to have a
statistically significant rise in participation among political consumers) (see Table 2).

Association

The first model we looked at tested political consumers as identified as

anyone who has boycotted or buycotted. Correlations were run showing that the

majority of our relationships between our independentvariables and our dependent
variable were in the expected directions. We see significant correlations between

gender, postmaterialism, association membership, and belief in the effectiveness of
both conventional and unconventional forms of political participation, along with

conventional, unconventional and independent forms of political participation. When

looking at specific forms of political action, we see a correlation only with donating
money. All correlations that are significant are in a positive direction, as our
hypotheses predicted (see Table 13).
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Utility

Table 3 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the political consumer model has a predictingprobability of a respondent of 17.5%
(p< .000).

Individual variables appear to show mixed results in our model. Our results

show significant relationships in the predicted direction for females (.178, p<.01),

association (.231 p<.01), post materialism (.148 p<.05), and belief in effectiveness of
unconventional participation (.213< p.01). Insignificantresults for involvement in

political participation do not supportour hypothesis, but do not support the rival
hypothesis about political consumption replacing other forms of political action.

Similarly, we see null results when it comes to the effectiveness of conventional and
independenttypes of political participation, along with institutional trust, which do
not reinforce our hypothesis, but do not reinforce the alternative hypothesis, either.
However, two variables, socialization and generalized trust, do contradict our

hypothesis with significant results. Socialization (-.171 p<.05) shows that the more

people are engaged with others, the less likely they are to participate in political
consumption. Generalized trust (-.173, p<.05) also shows a negative relationship
implying that those who do not trust others are less likely to be political consumers.
Both of these lead us to some questions on social capital theory and its effect on
political consumption.
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Model 2: Buycotting

Demographics

Our second model looked at only those participants who are classified as

buycotters. Once again, females make up the majority of participants, accounting for
60.2%) of the buycotters in our survey population. Cross tabulation shows that 90.8%

of women participated in buycotting, as compared to 72.4%> of males. Other variables
again show no significant differences from the general survey population or in cross
tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of relationships between our

dependent and independent variables were in the expected directions. We see

significant correlation between gender, postmaterialism, association membership, and
belief in the effectiveness of both conventional and unconventional forms of political

participation, along with participation levels for conventional and independent forms
of participation. When looking at specific forms of political action, we see a
correlation only with donating money. All correlations that are significant are in a
positive direction, as our hypothesis predicts (see Table 13).

Utility

Table 4 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the buycott model has a predicting probability of a respondent of 17.8% (p< .000).
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Our buycott model appears to replicate many of the same results seen in our

general political consumer model. Once again female (.202, p<.01), association (.239,
p<.01), postmaterialism (.129, p<.05) and belief in effectiveness of unconventional
participation (.189, p<.05) show a significant relationship with our dependent
variable. Similarly socialization is significant in the opposite direction of our
hypothesis (-.172, p<.05). Generalized trust, however, is no longer significant in
either direction. All other variables fail to show significant results.

Model 3: Boycotting
Demographics

Our third model looked at only those participants who are classified as

boycotters. As mentioned above, a significantly lower number of people are classified
as boycotters in our sample (50.6%). Females, again, make up the majority of the
survey population, accounting for 57.5%) of the buycotter population. Cross tabulation
shows that 53.1%o of women participated in buycotting, as compared to 47.6% of
males. Unlike the previous two models, however, this is not a significant difference.
Other variables again show no significant change from the general survey population
or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of relationships between our

dependent and independent variables were in the expected directions. We see
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significant correlations between our dependent variable and postmaterialism,
association membership, political party, and belief in the effectiveness of
unconventional forms of political participation, along with participation in

unconventional and independent forms of political activism. When looking at specific
forms of political action, we see a correlation only with donating money. All

correlations that are significant are in a positive direction, as our hypothesis predicts.
The one exception is socialization, which is significant in a negative relationship and
contradicts our hypothesis (see Table 13).

Utility

Table 5 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the boycotter models has a predicting probability of a respondent of 123% (p<
.001).

Our buycott model appears to replicate many of the same results seen in our
general political consumer model. Once again female (.130, p<.05), association (.221,
p<.01), and belief in effectiveness of unconventional participation (.174, p<.05) show
a significant relationship with our dependent variable. Similarly, socialization is
significant and contradicts our hypothesis (-.187, p<.01). Generalized trust is once
again not significant; also, postmaterialism does not have a significant relationship
with boycotting.
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Model 4: Conservative Political Consumers

Demographics
Our fourth model looked at only those participants who have participated as

political consumers in what have been classified as conservative movements. Only
46.4% of the survey population has participated in conservative political
consumption. Females, again, make up the majority of the population, accounting for
54.5%o of the buycotter population. Cross tabulation shows that 46.2%) of women

participated in buycotting as compared to 46.7% of males, marking the first time we

have seen men participating at a higher rate than women. As will be mentioned in the
limitations, there seems to be some question as to how much these represent

conservative participation, and our numbers both present this as a problem, but they
also present signs that there is a shift towards more conservative participation.

Republicans jump from being 23.1% of political consumers to being 29.1% of the
conservative political consumers. Other variables again show no significant change

from the general survey population or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).
Part of our study is to see if those who participate in conservative or liberal
political consumption also participate in other forms of political consumption. Of
those who participated in conservative political consumption, we do see cross over
into liberal and charity purchasing. We see high rates of participation in buycotts
when it comes to organic foods (50.9%), breast cancer goods (53.6%), and
environmental goods (76.4%), along with moderate levels for all the other forms of

buycotting. Among boycotts we see lower rates, which are to be expected for
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boycotts, but still reasonable participation across most forms, including boycotts for
environmental reasons (29.1%), treatment of animals (37.3%), and for discrimination
(25.5%). What we see is that political consumers of different backgrounds are more
likely to be political consumers in general than to avoid purchasing.

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of the relationships between
our variables were in the expected directions. We see significant correlations between

our dependent variables and postmaterialism, association membership, and belief in
the effectiveness of both conventional and unconventional forms of political

participation, along with participation levels and conventional, unconventional and
independent forms of participation. When looking at specific forms of political
action, we see a correlation only with donating money. All correlations that are

significant are such in a positive direction, as our hypothesis predicts. The one
exception is socialization, which is significant in a negative relationship which

contradicts our hypothesis. As predicted, this is the first time that political spectrum
has a positive value instead of a negative value, which is a sign we are getting at more
conservative participants, even though it is still not a significant value (see Table 13).
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Utility

Table 6 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the conservative political consumer model has a predicting probability of a
respondent of 14.6% (p< .000).

Our conservative political consumers model seems to show some deviation

from previous models. First, gender is no longer significant in this model. However,
association (.214, p<.01) and postmaterialism (.122, p<.05) are significant. As we
have come to see consistently, socialization has a significant negative relationship (.198, p<.01). Also, for the first time we see that members who have participated in
unconventional forms of political activities has a significant relationship (.141, p<.05)
with our dependent variable.

Model 5: Liberal Political Consumers

Demographics

Our fifth model looked at only those participants who have participated as

political consumers in what are classified as liberal movements. 76.4% of the survey
population has participated in liberal political consumption. Females, again, make up
the majority of the population, accounting for 59.1%) of the buycotter population.

Cross tabulation shows that 82.3% of women participated in buycotting, as compared
to 68.6%o of males. Other variables again show no significant change from the general
survey population or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).
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Of those who participated in liberal political consumption, we do see cross
over into conservative and charity purchasing. We see high rates of participation in

buycotts when it comes to made in America (49.7%o) and breast cancer goods (53%).
The other non-Liberal forms of buycotts show that those who are classified as liberal

political consumers do participate; however, there is a limited number of participants
overall. Among boycotts we see lower rates, which are to be expected for boycotts,
but those conservative forms of boycotts are still being performed by liberal political
consumers, as 18.8%) boycotted for sending jobs overseas. Other numbers on non-

Liberal boycotts are very small, but still remain rightat or even slightly higherthan

the survey population percentage of those who say they participated in those forms of
boycotts.

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of the relationships between

our variables were in the expected directions. We see significant correlations between

gender, postmaterialism, association membership, andbeliefin the effectiveness of
unconventional and conventional forms of political participation, along with

participation in unconventional, conventional and independent forms of political
activism. When looking at specific forms of political action, we see a correlation only
with donating money. All correlations that are significant are such in a positive
direction, as our hypothesis predicts. The political spectrum again has a negative
correlation, which is to be expected for liberal forms of participation (see Table 13).
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Utility

Table 7 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the liberal political consumer model has a predicting probability of a respondent of
17%(p<.000).

Our liberal political consumers model seems to be more similar to our overall

model. Once again we see that gender (.191, p<.01), association (.235, p<.01) belief
in effectiveness of unconventional participation (.188, p<.05), postmaterialism (.131,

p<.05) and socialization (-.159, p<.05) are significant.

Model 6: Conservative Buycotters

Demographics

Our sixth model looked at only those participants who participated in buycotts
for conservative issues. 42.6% of the survey population has participated in
conservative buycotts. Females, again, make up the majority of the population,

accounting for 52.5%> of the buycotter population. Cross tabulation shows that 40.8%
of women participated in buycotting, as compared to 44.8% of males. Once again in
conservative based participation we are seeing a reversal on the ratio of participation
and gender. Also once again to show some validity, 29.8%o of conservative buycotters
are self-identified Republicans, higher than the 23.1% of political consumers in

general. Other variables again show no significant change from the general survey
population or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).
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Of those who participated in conservative buycotts, we do see cross over into

liberal and charity purchasing. We see high rates of participation in buycotts when it
comes to organic foods (50.5%), breast cancer goods (55.4%>), and environmental
goods (78.2%»), along with moderate levels for all the other forms of buycotting.
Among boycotts we see lower rates, which are to be expected for boycotts, but still

reasonable participation across most forms, including boycotts for environmental
reasons (28.7%>), treatment of animals (37.6%>), and for discrimination (25.7%>).

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of our relationships between

dependent and independent variables were in the expected directions. We see
significant correlations between the dependent variable and postmaterialism,
association membership, and belief in the effectiveness of unconventional and
conventional forms of political participation, along with participation in
unconventional, conventional and independent forms of political activism. When

looking at specific forms of political action, we see a correlation only with donating
money. All correlations that are significant are such in a positive direction, as our

hypothesis predicts. The one exception is socialization, which is significant in a
negative relationship, which contradicts our hypothesis (see Table 13).
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Utility

Table 8 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the conservative buycott model has a predicting probability of a respondent of
11.4%(p< .01).

Our conservative buycott model is similar to the conservative political
consumer model. As with our other conservative model, gender is no longer a

significant variable. The model does not offer a very solid fit, since only associations
(.207, p<.01) and socialization (-.164, p<.05) have a significant relationship to
conservative buycotts.

Model 7: Liberal Buycotters

Demographics

Our seventh model looked at only those participants who participated in

buycotts that are classified as liberal movements. 70.9%) of the survey population has

participated in liberal political consumption. Females, again, make up the majority of
the population, accounting for 59.1% of the buycotter population. Cross tabulation
shows that 82.3%) of women participated in buycotting, as compared to 68.6%o of
males. Other variables again show no significant change from the general survey

population or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).
Of those who participated in liberal political consumption, we do see
crossover into conservative and charity purchasing. We see high rates of participation
in buycotts when it comes to made in America (51.2%) and breast cancer goods
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(54.2%). The other variables showthat those who are classified as liberal political
consumers do participate in buycotting; however, there is a limited number of

participants overall. Among boycotts we see lower rates, which are to be expected for
boycotts, but those conservative forms of boycotts are still being performed by liberal
political consumers, as 18.5%) boycotted for sending jobs overseas. Other numbers are

very small, but still remain right at or evenslightly higher than the percentage of
those who say that they participated in those forms of boycotts.

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of the relationships between

our dependent and independent variables were in the expecteddirections. We see

significant correlations between our dependent variable and gender, postmaterialism,
association membership, and belief in the effectiveness of unconventional and

conventional forms of political participation, along with participation in conventional

and independent forms of political activism. When looking at specific forms of
political action, we see a correlation only with donating money and voting. All
correlations that are significant are such in a positive direction, as our hypothesis
predicts (see Table 13).
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Utility

Table 9 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the liberal political consumer model has a predicting probability of a respondentof
17%(p<.000).

Our liberal buycott model is similar to the liberal political consumer models.

Onceagain we see that gender (.191, p<.01), association (.235, p<.01) belief in
effectiveness of unconventional participation (.188, p<.05), postmaterialism (.131,

p<.05) and socialization (-.159, p<.05) are significant.

Model 8: Charity Buycotters

Demographics

Our eighth model looked at only those participants who participated in

buycotts that involve charity organizations. 48.1%) of the population has participated
in charity political consumption. Females, again, make up the majority of the

population, accounting for 73.7%) of the buycotter population. Cross tabulation shows
that 64.6% of women participated in charity buycotting, as compared to only 28.6%
of males. Other variables again show no significant change from the general survey
population or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of the relationships between

our dependent and independent variables were in the expected directions. We see
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significant correlations between our dependent variable and postmaterialism,
association membership, political party, and belief in the effectiveness of
unconventional and conventional forms of political participation, along with

participation in unconventional, conventional and independent forms of political
activism. When looking at specific forms of political action, we see a correlation only
with donating money. All correlations that are significant are such in a positive
direction, as our hypothesis predicts (see Table 13).

Utility

Table 10 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results

of the charity political consumer model has a predicting probability of a respondent of
15.8% (p< .000).

The charity buycotters model appears to follow very similar patterns with the
buycotters model. Once again we see that gender (.229, p<.01), association (.233,

p<.01), political participation in individualized action (.134, p<.05) and socialization
(-.170, p<.05) are significant.

Model 9: Conservative Boycotters

Demographics

Our ninth model looked at only those participants who participated in what are

classified as conservative boycotts. 17.7% of the survey population has participated in
conservative boycotts. Females, again, make up the majority of the population,
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accounting for 52.4%> of the buycotter population. Cross tabulation shows that 16.9%
of women participated in conservative buycotting, as compared to 19% of males.
Once again, conservative forms of participation have a higher rate of male
involvement than what we see in liberal political consumption. Other variables again
show no significant change from the general survey population or in cross tabulation
(see Table 1 and 2).

Of those who participated in conservative boycotts, we do see crossover into
liberal and charity purchasing. We see high rates of participation in buycotts when it
comes to organic foods (50%), breast cancer goods (54.8%>), and environmental
goods (64.3%o), along with moderate levels for all the other forms of buycotting.
Among boycotts we see lower rates, which are to be expected for boycotts, but still
reasonable participation across most forms, including boycotts for environmental
reasons (42.9%), treatment of animals (42.9%), and for discrimination (31%).

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of the relationships between
our dependent and independent variables were in the expected directions. We see

significant correlations between our dependent variable and postmaterialism,
association membership, and belief in the effectiveness of unconventional and
conventional forms of political participation, along with participation in

unconventional and independent forms of political activism. When looking at specific

forms of political action, we see a correlation only with donating money. All
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correlations that are significant are such in a positive direction, as our hypothesis
predicts (see Table 13).

Utility

Table 11 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the conservative boycott model has a predicting probability of a respondent of
14.3% (p< .000).

The conservative boycott model appears to follow very similar patterns with

the conservative buycotters model. The model shows significant results when it
comes to association (.219, p<.01), political participation in unconventional political
action (.133, p<.05) socialization (-.244, p<.01), belief in effectiveness of

unconventional participation (.176, p<.05), and generalized trust (-.159, p<.05)

Model 10: Liberal Boycotters

Demographics

Our tenth model looked at only those participants who participated in what are

classified as liberal boycotts. 11.1% of the population has participated in liberal

boycotts. Females, again, make up the majority of the population, accounting for
52.4% of the bOycotter population. Cross tabulation shows that 61.7%) of women
participated in liberal boycotting as compared to only 31.4% of males. Once again
liberal forms of participation have a higher rate of female involvement than what we
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see in conservative political consumption. Other variables again show no significant
change from the general survey population or in cross tabulation (see Table 1 and 2).
Of those who participated in liberal boycotting, we do see crossover into
conservative and charity purchasing. We see high rates of participation in boycotts

when it comes to made in America (55.1%>) and breast cancer goods (57%). The other
variables show that those who are classified as liberal political consumers do

participate; however, there is a limited number of participants overall. Among

boycotts we see lowerrates, which are to be expected for boycotts, but those
conservative forms of boycotts are still being performed by liberal political
consumers, as 27.1%) boycotted for sending jobs overseas. Other numbers are very
small, but still remain right at or even slightly higher than the percentage of those
who say that they participated in those forms of boycotts.

Association

Correlations were run showing that the majority of the relationships between

our dependent and independent variables were in the expected directions. We see

significant correlations between our dependent variable and gender, postmaterialism,
association membership, political party, and belief in the effectiveness of
unconventional forms of political participation, along with participation in

unconventional and independent forms of political activism. When looking at specific
forms of political action, we see a correlation only with donating money. All
correlations that are significant are such in a positive direction, as our hypothesis
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predicts. The one exception is socialization, which is significant in a negative
relationship, which contradicts our hypothesis (see Table 13).

Utility

Table 12 presents the Ordinary Least Square results of our model. The results
of the liberal boycott model has a predicting probability of a respondent of 14% (p<
.000).

The liberal boycott model appears to follow very similar patterns with the

liberal buycotters model. The model shows significantresults when it comes to
females (.160, p<.05) association (.234, p<.01), political participation in
unconventional political action (.144, p<.05) socialization (-.189, p<.01), and
generalized trust (-.182, p<.05)

Conclusion

Each of our ten models showed significant results that showed the depth of

political consumption among our sample population. As expected, boycotts and
conservative forms of political consumption were less common; however, even they
showed a significant part of the population participating. As expected, gender and

postmaterialism were almost universal in their importance to political consumption.
Meanwhile, political participation appeared to have little to no effect on the
purchasing power of consumers and social capital proved to have significant,
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although contradictory, results. In the next section we will lay out what the findings
mean both for our study and for the larger idea of political consumption.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Discussion

This study has attempted to identify to what extent political consumption

takes place in the United States, to describe what the characteristics are of those
involved, to identify what variables are correlated with political consumption, and to

test predictors of political consumption. I have intended to show political
consumption as something that has become part of the everyday world for citizens
and a form of political actionthat is becoming more prominent, with the potential to
cross political ideologies to allowcitizens to become more politically active in their
environment.

The most important aspectwe develop is a look at the population of political
consumers in the United States. The research clearly shows that there is a large

percentage of the population that admits to some form of political consumption. This
is above the rate of most third party forms of surveying and in line with Stolle et al.

(2005). This strongly indicates that action is occurring at a high rate. The second
question we must begin to ask ourselves is: what is the difference between political
consumers and those who just happen to participate on a whim? Only 34.8% of the

population participates in buycotts over half the time they go shopping, and only
16.7%) participate in boycotting. When looking at the importance of ethical
considerations in different types of shopping, those who say it is of fairly high
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importance range from 28%> to 40%), clearly indicating that the high rate of

participation (85.2%) of the sample population) does not mean it is necessarily a high
priority. Our dependent variables consideredthis issue and took it into account;
however, we still need greater research into this phenomenon of political

consumption from both those who use it on a regular basis as a political action and
those who do so on an irregular basis. What we can say is that political consumption
is clearly a known issue for individuals. They know what environmental products are,

they know what pink ribbon products are, they know what "made in America"

products are. If we look historically, there is no reason to believe that this tie of
political issues to products was nearly as widespread or as common to the masses as it
is today.

If we now have this large political consumer population, what does the data
actually indicate about them? First, gender clearly seems to be an important

determinant of political consumption. The only time women are not participating at a

higher rate than men is when it comes to conservative forms of political consumption.
This seems right in line with the gender gap in voting seen in the United States, where
women tend to be more liberal and men more conservative (Inglehart and Norris,

2000). Even in the conservative movement, only boycotting involves men more than
women, since women still represent a large share of buycotters more than men, just
not at a statistically significant rate. In general, women clearly are participating at a

higher rate than men are. Possible reasons for this have been discussed above and
what really needs to occur is research using more qualitative methods to address these
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issues. With the exception of donating money, women participated at a lower rate

than men in every other form of political participation, meaning that political

consumption may offer a form of political activity that involves women and is
enticing to women in a way other forms of political participation are not. Similarly,
we can begin to trace the development of this process as it becomes more
mainstream; will women continue to be more common participants, or will they fall

away as mainstreaming of political consumption drives a greater role for men?

Clearly, this study reinforces the idea that gender plays an importantrole in the
process of political consumption.

On other demographic characteristics, we would have loved to have better
information; however, the nature of our sample population meant we were unable to

get reliable income numbers and only questionable education indicators. The results
we did get from education did not provide significant results. The theories that have
looked at elitism and political consumption have not found any support in this study,
but should still be examined as possible predictors. Similarly, we found no significant
relationship with religion; however, the population clearly attends religious events at

a lower rate (25.4%>) than the population at large (42% as of 2009), meaning that this
may be a product of our population (Newport, 2010). The results for religion also
might be because of the survey question asked. Religiosity was measured by
regularity of attendance, however, regularity is subjective. What is often for a
Presbyterian maybe rarely for a Baptist. Therefore, our survey may be partially
responsible for the non-effect of religion.
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After demographic determinants, the second aspect of political consumption
we looked at was the role of other forms of political participation and whether those

have a positive effect or a negative effect on political consumption. There has been

the cynical perspective that an apathetic consumer-based form of participation would
replace old forms of participation and what we see is that there is certainly no

replacement. There are multiple models that confirm our positive hypothesis that
those who are involved in other forms of political participation will be more likely to

participate in political consumption, especially those who act or believe in the
effectiveness of unconventional forms of political participation. Therefore, despite the

fact that political participation does not very often serve as predictingpolitical
consumption, it is of importance that we do not see the inverse, in which a negative
relationship could have an effect. Political consumption at most offers reinforcement
of political participation; at worst, it does nothing. There appears to be no reason to

believe that political consumers are running away from other forms of participation
because they are becoming apathetic or lazy towards political practices.
The next theory we examined was social capital, which has some

contradictory messages. First, associationacross the board is an important predictor
of political consumption. So, clearly, the more people are participating in
associations, the more likely they are to be political consumers. Contrary to Neilson
and Paxton's (2010) findings, we do see a negative relationship with socialization.
This means the people who are political consumers may be a part of more
associations, but they do not socialize with the people they are close to as much.
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Arguably, this could mean that they are more involved in group activities than in one-

on-one type of relationships. This also might be a product of the survey sample,
because college aged students are going to be socializing more than the general
population. However, in our study, socialization has a negative relationship for all our
models. Therefore, we have a contradictory relationship to social capital in that

socialization has a negative effect and association has a positive effect. The other

issue with social capital is trust. Our findings contradict Neilson and Paxton (ibid), as
institutional trust has no effect and generalized trust typically has no effect. However,

when it does serve as a predictive variable, it is inverse, with those who have less

generalizedtrust being more likely to be political consumers. With only one variable
behaving as social capital theory would expect, we should be very cautious in

stipulating social capital as an important variable for political consumption.
The next variable we look at is postmaterialism, which has been argued by
Baek (2010) and Stolle et al. (2005) to be the most important predictor of political
consumerism. What we see is mixed results for postmaterialism. We see

postmaterialism playing a role in political consumerism and buycotting. However, the
relationship is not nearly as strong as previous studies have shown and

postmaterialism does show significance in boycotters and in some of our other
models. There should be some reason to question the legitimacy of postmaterialism as

the preferred model of political consumption. One has to wonder if the timing of the
survey is at all a factor, since the economic recession of 2008 still plays a large role
via the high unemployment rate and deep questions about the economic institutions in
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current society. Those classified as postmaterialist make up 20.3%) of the population,
which is low when compared to the national average of the United States in 2000,
which was 25% (Inglehart et al. 2004).

The next question we must look at is whether our results showed whether
boycotts and buycotts should be grouped together. The reasoning for their grouping
has always been based around their involvement in the purchasing process. However,

there is a significant difference between the positive action of purchasing an item and
the negative action of avoiding the purchasing of an item. As such, there is a
legitimate question about whether these should be grouped together. For the most

part, our model shows they are similar; the differences are subtle. Boycotters did not
have a relationship with postmaterialism, generalized trust shows a negative

relationship with boycotts, and, finally, unconventional participation is a stronger
predictor for boycotters. Even these differences are not so unusual, especially the use
of unconventional political participation, as both boycotters and buycotters have
positive views of their effectiveness; it is just that boycotters tend to be those who go
further and participate in those activities, which, if boycotting takes more knowledge
to inform shopping, makes sense for our model. Our predictive model does not show
a large difference; however, what is probably most important in looking at the two
types of political consumption is the difference in the actual participation rates. Early
studies showed boycotting and buycotting at the same rate, but Stolle et al. (2005) and
this study are starting to see significant differences in the percentage of the population
that admits to some form of political consumption. As more and more labeling
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occurs, then participants become increasingly aware of their actions and the
possibility for buycotting increases. At the same time, you will not see labeling on

Nestle products warning people that many people are boycotting their item. If ethical
labeling becomes more normalized, then there is every reason to believe that these
two forms of actions will become less and less connected. Buycotting may take on the

form of the politically engaged people who act passively, the person who watches the

news but does not get involved, the person who votes but does not campaign.
Buycotting may align with conventional forms of political participation, since
boycotting remains an action more closely tied to unconventional forms of
participation.

Our next question looked at the differences between conservative and liberal
forms of political consumption. For the most part, those who participate in liberal and
conservative forms of political consumption seem to be following the same path. The
differences are more prevalent between boycotts and buycotts than between which

type of participation is being done. The one big difference is the role of women, since
they are less active in conservative political consumption than they are in liberal

political consumption. Other than in terms of gender, the conservative and liberal
models of political consumption seem to mimic each other. This is a good sign that
conservative and liberal political consumers have similar characteristics and views of
how participation can be achieved. Although it is hard to tell from the data, there can
be an implication that those who are political consumers have more in common with
one another than with those who are not, no matter what the political orientation. This
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could be a reflection of similar cultural views about what is involved in politics and
what it means to be political.

Arguably, the most important aspect of this study is that it has addressed
political consumption as something that is going on across the political spectrum. We
see individuals on both the political left and the political right participating and
people are crossing over to embrace political ideas outside of their party interest. This

implies that if this process continues to grow (or at least buycotting via increased
labeling), then we should expect to see an increase in partisan based products. The
political consumer appears now to be participating in both liberal and conservative
forms of participation. However, we have to look at the development of politicized
products as something which can either continue to reflect diversity of ideas or
something that may become highly politicized. If politicized merchandise becomes

common, and more and more people take a role in purchasing these items, will there

continue to be a place where individuals can mix and match their political preference,
or does it becomes more strict as people buy along ideological lines, avoiding those
items that do not reinforce their ideology?

Even though it is much more directly tied to political issues, the development
of partisanship that has come about in news networks is an example of a possibility

for an expanded political consumption. Morris (2007) notes that viewers of certain
channels are much more likely to hold particular views, most dramatically between
Fox News viewers and the Republican Party. News organizations appear to have
transitioned from a source of more balanced reporting to a situation in which the
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partisan nature of the channel leads to the reinforcement of political ideas (ibid.).
News channels again are much more directly political than coffee, but if there is a

market for partisan products, it would make sense for businesses to attempt to take
advantage of that.

The other model of politicized products is seen from the literature on New
Social Movements. New Social Movements often take the form of non-hierarchical

forms of political engagement in which individuals are making political statements

that are tied to personal life as much as to a specific political party (Pichardo, 1997).
This research shows that people who participate in either liberal or conservative
forms of political participation are also likely to participate in other forms of political
participation. This means that the individual nature of political consumption means

people can and are crossing over partisan lines to purchase products of different
political background. If political consumption continues to grow and participants do
not remain tied to one ideological type, then it becomes harder for companies to move
towards partisan forms of participation. The results show clearly that people across

the political spectrum are involved in political consumption and that they are not
constrained by a single political perspective. Where this leads is still to be seen.

Conclusion

The research has examined political consumption in the United States on an
individual level of analysis. Our findings have produced mixed results about what
have been viewed as predictors of political consumption. We can consolidate our
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findings by saying: gender plays a significant role in political consumption;
postmaterialism, with some reservations, appears to play an important role in political
consumption; political engagement, although not a significant predictor, does not
have a negative impact on political consumption; and social capital offers us mixed
results that lead us to question the use of the theory in its current formulation. In this
section we will offer theoretical implications of the findings and then expand to a

macro historical theorizing about the relationship between this study and political
consumption.

Women often appear to be the driving force behind political consumption and

the question now becomes about what is the actual relationship. Are women the main

political consumers simply because they are more involved in the purchasing process,
or does political consumption offer women an opportunity to express political wishes
where other means do not exist? It is very easy to see the position of women as being

simply that of dominant buyer. If women are more engaged because they are the most
active buyers, then all we have to do is track who is the primary purchaser in the
house and we will see the role of women ebb and flow as their relationship with

shopping changes. If, on the other hand, there is a more direct relationship for women
and political consumption, then we must start to look for alternative meanings, along
with the many more possible futures for the direction of political consumption.
Arguably the most interesting theoretical possibilities come from the structural theory
in which the relationship between political consumption and gender is a product of a
patriarchal system in which women find themselves excluded from the political
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process. I will argue later that political consumption represents a form of political
action that is representative of historical and structural forces; as such, the structural

theory of gender has some intriguing aspects. First, women's outsider status would
encourage the development of alternative forms of political participation, meaning
that women would gravitate toward or develop political consumption simply because

it represents unknown territory and a form of action not overly controlled by those
who have excluded women. However, women creating a successful alternative to

political participation means that dominant groups will be attracted to and move to
embrace the changes brought about by the creative outsider group. If this is the case,

thenwomen have a question of whether to be included and possibly lose the role of

leaders of political consumption or to fall away, moving to create another alternative
form of political consumption, leaving men with a newform of political domination.
These are of course theoretical arguments and the reality is that qualitative research
that examines women and their motivations is needed to get more conclusive results

about the relationships of women to political consumption. As deeply interesting as
the structural theory appears to be, it seemsthat until further notice, Occam dictates

that we approach the issue from the viewpoint of socialization theory. This means
that, as men take on a larger role in domestic issues, they will be encouraged to
become more political in their consumption.

Gender, along with our other demographic variables, also may be highly
influences by the sample population used. Although not specifically asked, we can
make the assumption that the population of women and men looked at were
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predominantly single, in the process of becoming highly educated, and coming from
class background that limits the number of low income participants. Therefore, our
research may be showing more the effects of a specific type political activist: the
college aged male and female. Therefore, our high results for women, may be as

much a product of a certain type of college-aged woman rather than women in
general. Similarly with race, the non-effect may as much be the impact of a

population that is overly white. This means our finding may be more representative of
the white consumer than of the average consumer.

Political consumption appears to hold no significant relationship with other

forms of political participation. Per this research and as of now it neither represents
the death of the old nor the birth of the new. With virtually no positive or negative

correlations with other forms of participation, political consumption sets itself up as

an activity driven not by the politically bold nor the politically apathetic. This works
well with the argument that political consumption slips into the mind of the actor as
something that is done in passing, that if one must purchase, one might as well do so
for a good cause. If one buys bottled water, a percentage of the profits might as well
go to those in need, because why not. If one is already buying yogurt, some money

might as well go to women fighting breast cancer, because why not. With such a large
percentage of the population appearing to engage in some form of political
consumption and yet neither more or less politically active in general, one can suggest
that, as Giddens (1991) has suggested, the political has slipped into the everyday
world, whether we directly notice it or not.
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Social Capital in relationship to political participation works via the belief that
those most involved with the society are the ones most likely to get involved in the

shaping of the political narrative. If people are involved and have good relationships
with other members of society, then they will work harder to make sure that it works.
Putnam (2000) has argued that this loss of involvement in the political process is a
sign of the downturn of involvement. In relation to political consumption, we
expected that those who have more associations, more socializing, and more trust
would be more likely to participate in political consumption. However, what we see is
that social capital does not operate as a cohesive force on whether one is a political

consumer. The biggest divide in the theory is between membership in associations
(which has a positive relationship) and the process of one-on-one socialization (which
has a negative relationship). This seems to imply that the type of socialization going
on has an impact on level of involvement. Where association means that there is a
group plan, some form of unified meaning, socialization on it own implies no more

than an individual's relationship to other individuals, an individualistic relationship
unattached to society in general. In this way, the implication is that those with group
goals are likely to have a feeling of connection with others via the market, while those
whose goals are simply interaction are not guaranteed to be political consumers.

There is a desire to point to this being a sample issue in which, because students
socialize at a higher rate than adults do, then socialization is just a representation of
sample bias. However, an alternative theory could actually reinforce Putnam's claim

of the role social capital in the modern age. Specifically, Neilson and Paxton (2010)
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have theorized that socialization should be positively associated; however, central to

Putnam's concept is that people are still socializing, just not through civic

engagement. Therefore, what could be suggested is that association is representative
of civic engagement, while socialization represents, to steal a phrase, "bowling
alone." Socialization's negative relationship actually shows up as the concept that

people are engaged in social process, just not on a group level. This individualized
form of involvement does not assist in larger political processes. Thus, it can be
theorized that the social capital thesis is reinforced by the study via Putnam's

conceptualization and not via Neilson and Paxton's. In summary, involvement in

groups means high levels of social capital and thus being more likely to participate,
while a high level of individual involvement does not imply social capital and thus a

negative relationship with political consumption means simply that the individual
while socializing may no longer have the group connections needed to be politically
involved.

Postmaterialism might be the most difficult finding to discuss. The data points

to postmaterialistic values as being a good predictor of political consumption at its
most base level. However, our more specific models find that postmaterialism is not

nearly as important. This would seem to imply that, as one gets more specific into
types of political consumption, that postmaterialism does a worse and worse job of
describing what is motivating people to act. This could imply that post-materialism
may work better at a national level indicator as countries with post-materialistic

values appear to be more motivated toward political consumption. The more specific
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a model is, the more likely demographic and other variables will be identified as
having an influence on political consumption.
As we look at what the actual data has shown us, we must now attempt to

understand the process of political consumption within its structural and historical
context. Theoretically, we can look at the increase of globalization, capitalism, and
individualism as being the main reasons for the rise of this type of political

participation. Political consumption, through its attempt to affect events that are not
local, through its involvement withthe purchasing process, and through its reflection
of individual action, reflects the increasing impact of these three factors. Political

consumption could stand for a type of political participation that is representative of
the current historical epoch. This does not mean that participants are only

participating in political consumption activities, but it does mean that it could
represent a key way of participating in late modernity.

Political consumption embraces what are arguably some of the key parts of

modern society: it embraces capitalism, it embraces globalization, and it embraces
individual action. If political consumption does operate as a form of political

participation that is tied to the historical times, then it is important that this form of
participation cross over political ideologies and finds practice on all sides of the
political spectrum. This means we need to look at the activity across a diverse range
of issues. As of now, the research explores causes that are from a liberal (at least in

the American definition) perspective and ignores the fact that this form of
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participation operates in a way that is embraced by the politicallyengaged of all
political persuasions.
If we look to the future, there is the chance that what we see is the possibility

of the creation of partisan purchasing power. As Giddens (1991) and others (Beck,
1995; Hardt and Negri 2000) have argued, the political has become more important in

the everyday life of the individuals and governments are less able to address global
issues. This means that individuals can begin to take up arms in support of their

political preferences. It does not guarantee, but it does make possible, that the partisan
model that we see currently in American news reporting could become the way we

consume other products (Morris, 2007). Again, we are speaking in hypotheticals, but

the possibility for one company to become successful because it embraces certain
cultural or issue based markets could become a reality. With a large population, the

ability of niche marketing with specific political messages to succeed is a possibility.
In some ways, we have seen this, but it has not been explicit. Certain stores and
products carry with them markings of their status symbol and this could be
transferred to political preferences. It is very possible for us to see a more overt and
political form of social capital as discussed by Bourdieu (1984).

This of course is not the only possible future for political consumption. It is

important to show that, per this research, we see people being able to cross political
ideologies and be political consumers, but not sticking to only one type of political
consumption. As such, political consumption could become a movement in which
individuals are able to be political, while ignoring the partisan nature of traditional
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political practices. Political consumption could represent a form of nonhierarchical
membership in which people are able to freely move from issue to issue, expressing
themselves politically withoutthe burdenof party leadership pressing them to a side.
This embraces the concept of New Social Movements (Pichardo, 1997) that sees

political participation not as something that is separated from life, but rather social
movements being about redefining the self. With both hyperpartisanism and
ambiguous nonhierarchical participationas options, the future of political

consumption is very much up in the air and the way that business and the population
go about interacting in the near future will shape the direction of political
consumption.

The research aids us in several different disciplines. First, for sociology,

political consumption represents the melding of political participation with
consumption practices. This means there becomes less distance between political
actions and individual actions, which feeds back into the theories about late

modernity and postmodernism. Political consumption represents the way people and
industry react to change in individual behavior when it comes to shifts in economic
and political structure. Goldstone (2004) linked the development of political
movements to the rise of democracy and New Social Movements have been closely
tied to the 1960s and the development of postindustrial society (Pichardo, 1997). If
we follow this line of thinking, it is important for the possibility that political

consumption is tied to the historic social system that are changing and shaping the
present day and have been mentioned above.
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The second discipline this helps are those involved with the business
community. Most importantly, this research shows that political consumption is

occurring and that people are knowledgeable that items are being labeled with
political and ethical messages. This should send a message to businesses that, if
people are more willing to vote with their dollar, then it opens up possibilities for
businesses to brand their items with political or ethical messages. Whether issuebased or party-based, the possibility is that companies can brand themselves with the

goal of bringing in loyal purchasers to their brand. The possibility exists for brands to
label themselves as the conservative brands of coffee or the liberal brands of coffee.

Now this may sound extreme, but the possibility is there, especially for new brands

looking to create a space in markets already heavily controlled. If the population is
knowledgeable and willing to buy politically marked goods, then it opens up a place
for businesses to take advantage.

All this is based on the need for political consumption to expand. If political

consumption stalls and only a small percentage of the population participates on a
regular basis, then political consumption could become no more or less powerful than
any number of forms of participation that are employed only on an irregular basis.
However, the ease of participating in political consumption, specifically buycotts, and

the advantages that could be in place for business, along with a growing population of
participants, means that this is still taking shape and has the potential to become a
very common form of political action. We see branding of items when it comes to
being the official brand of sports leagues; could this not be a possibility for political
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messages? Could we see a brand of sodathat is the official soda of the Democratic
Party? It seems unlikely; however, as it becomes harder and harder for companies to
hide to whom they donate money from the public, the information gives the

population a reason to buy from or to avoid differentcompanies. In recent years

protest against Target for donating to anti-gay candidates, Ben and Jerry's coming out
in support of Occupy Wall Street, and Whole Foods being in opposition to President
Obama's health care bill have led individuals to actively avoid or to go out of their

way to shop at the stores. If this level of scrutiny intensifies, then there is every
reason to believe that political consumption will become more powerful and the

population more knowledgeable (not necessarily more knowledgeable about what is
happening, but certainly more knowledgeable about the talking points on whether or
not they should shop at certain stores).

Finally, we must look to future research that could build on this study. First,
as mentioned multiple times, there are problems with the sample being college

students at a single university. A larger scaleproject that specifically looks at political
consumption with a nationally representative sample needs to be done to produce

findings that are more reliable and valid. Second, qualitative analysis needs to be
done that examines what and who political consumers are. I think over reporting

social expectation is likely an issue with the survey results, but getting at those
involved and finding out what drives them to be political consumers is important.
This needs to examine not only those who are very politically active, but also the

casual political consumer. Stolle and Hooghe (2003) emphasize the importance of
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frequency; however, the casual political consumer, the individual who may on
occasion purchase items, needs to be examined to see why they selectively
participate. Qualitative analysis is needed to get a clear explanation of why women

participate in political consumption. Micheletti (2004) does a good job of laying out
several theories, but no one has actually attempted to understand women's voices in

the process; therefore, analysis that specifically addresses the issues of women in
political consumption is important.

Arguably, the next important point is to get good cross-national data. I have
some reservations about how much the individual level data can explain the process

of political consumption. The macro level theories looking at globalization,

individualism, and changing forms of capitalism may do a better job of exploring
political consumption and its development; however, to get this data we need much
more in-depth analysis than our current databases can support. Examining where
political consumption is most common and charting their relationship to the above

three variables may do the most to chart the rise of political consumption.
Finally and arguably, the hardest analysis is that we need to look at the
success of political consumption. Some authors have looked at boycotting and its
effectiveness; however, no one has done so for buycotts (Seidman, 2007). Buycotting

does not necessarily have to be successful for it to be of importance for the individual
participant, but for businesses to embrace the labeling schemes, they would expect

some form of economic gain. If buycotts results in more people purchasing the items,
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then we will certainly see an influx of businesses participating in labeling their
products with political or ethical messages.

Modern forms of political consumption really cannot be dated much further
back than the 1980s, and as such it represents one of the youngest forms of political

participation. The fact that political consumption so closely ties to capitalism, which

plays such a dominant role in our society, means it has incredible growth potential.
These combine to make political consumption, especially buycotting, one of the most

unpredictable forms of political participation. Our research has hopefully contributed
to the literature by expanding the definition of political consumption, by including
charity branded items, and by paying special interest to political consumption as
being a form of participation that appeals to a wide spectrum of political consumers.
Attempting to align political consumption to post Cold-War era politics means

viewing political consumption as a response to historical and social forces that make

it possible to be an important part of how we view political activity in the 21s
century.
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Appendix A
Survey

Survey on Political Consumption

Please place a check next to the response or circle the number that best represents
your opinion. Simply skip any question you do not want to answer.
1. Are you male or female?
Male

Female

No Response

2. How would you classify your racial or ethnic heritage?
White/Non-Hispanic
Black/African American
Alaskan Native, American Indian, Eskimo
Asian American or Pacific Islander
Hispanic
International/non-US resident
Multiracial
Other (please specify)
No Response

3. Do you regularly attend religious services?

Yes

No

No Response

4. What was the highest level of education that your Father received?
Some High School
High School Degree
Some College
Bachelor's Degree
Advanced Degree

5. What was the highest level of Education that your Mother Received?
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Some High School
High School Degree
Some College
Bachelor's Degree
Advanced Degree

6. In the past 12 months, have you participated in any of the following forms of
political action? (Check all that apply):
Voting (at any level: student, local, state, or federal level)
Being a member of a political party
Contacting a politician or political organization
Appearing on any form of media in support of an issue
Demonstrations

Culture Jamming
Internet Campaign
Civil Disobedience

Signing Petitions
Donating Money to a political or charitable organization
Volunteering for a political campaign

7. How effective do you believe the following actions are in creating political
change?

Not Very Effective

Very

Don't Know

Effective

Voting

]i

2

3

4

5

6

7

Party Membership

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Voluntary Associations
Demonstrating

1[

2

3

4

5

6

7

[

2

3

4

5

6

7

Culture Jamming

][

2

3

4

5

6

7

Civil Disobedience

1[

2

3

4

5

6

7

Internet Campaigns

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Signing Petition
Ethical Purchasing

][
][

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Donating Money

1[

2

3

4

5

6

7

Boycotting products from
particular companies
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8. There is a lot of talk these days about what the aims of this country should be for
the next 10 years. Below are listed several sets of goals. In each of the three groups,
which one would you consider the most important? Also, which one would be second
in importance?
Group 1

Most

Second Most

Important

Important

Maintaining a high level of economic growth
Making sure the country has strong defense
forces

Seeing that people have more to say about
how things are done at their jobs and in their
communities

Trying to make our cities and countryside
more beautiful

Group 2. Again, if you had to choose, which of the following would you say is most
important? Also, which would be second in importance?
Group 2

Most

Second Most

Important

Important

Maintaining order in the nation
Giving people more say in important

government decisions
Fighting rising prices
Protecting freedom of speech

Group 3. Here is a final list of goals. In your opinion, which one of these is most
important? Which would be second in importance?
Most
Group 3
Important

Second Most

Important

A stable economy

Progress toward a less impersonal and more
humane society
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Progress toward a society in which ideas
count more than money
The fight against crime

9. Sometimes people choose to avoid purchasing items from a company because of
the company's policies on issues ranging from the environment to supporting planned
parenthood. Have you chosen to avoid purchasing items for any such reason?
_ Yes (Answer Question #10)
No (Skip to Question #11)

10. In the past 12 months, how often have you chosen to avoid buying
products because of the company's policies.
Never

Half the time

Every time

123456789

10

11. Sometimes people choose to purchase items because they believe the company's
policies should be encouraged. This might include such things as supporting fair
trade coffee, breast cancer yogurt or "made in the USA" products. Have you chosen
to purchase items for any such reason?

_ Yes (Answer Question #12)
_ No (Skip to Question #13)

12. In the past 12 months, how often have you chosen to purchase an item
because of the company's policies.
Half the time

Never

Every time

23456789

10

13. How important are political or ethical considerations to you when you purchase
the following items or services?
Very Imp ortant

Moderately

Not Important
Groceries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Soaps/Detergents

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meal at a Restaurant

1

2

3

8

9

10

4

5

6

7
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Paper for school

1

2

3

4

Clothes

1

2

3

4

Shoes

1

2

3

4

Open a bank account 1

2

3

4

5

9

10

8

9

10

8

9

10

9

10

8

6

7

5

6

7

5

6

7

6

7

8

5

14a. In the last 12 months have you actively bought items for any of the following
reasons?

(Check all that apply)
Organic Food

Breast Cancer Awareness labeled items (e.g., pink ribbon)
Fair Trade items
Items "Made in America"
AIDS items (e.g., RED campaign)
Pro-Arizona items (in response to H.R. 1050)
Green Products (i.e., environmentally friendly)
Free-Range meat or poultry

14b. Are there any items not mentioned above which you have purchased for political
or ethical reasons during the last 12 months?

15a. In the last 12 months, have you actively avoided purchasing items from
companies for any of the following reasons? (Check all that apply)
For discrimination practices (racial, gender, or sexual)
For supporting Planned Parenthood
For supporting gay rights
For using sweatshop labor
For their treatment of animals

For their environmental practices
For sending American jobs overseas
For paying workers in other countries low wages

15b. Are there any reasons not mentioned above for which you have avoided
purchasing items in the last 12 months?
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16. How much do you personally trust each of the following?
Somewhat

Not at all
3

4

9

10

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

6

7

Politicians

0

1

Legal System

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Completely
8

5

2

Police

0

Businesses

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

National Government 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

United Nations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

17. Generally speaking, how much do you think people can be trusted? Wouldyou
saythat most people can always be trusted, or that most people can't be trusted at all?
Can't be trusted

Trusted Some times

Always trusted

0123456789

10

18. Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of you if they got the
chance, or would they try to be fair to you?

Take Advantage

Mixed

Always Fair

0123456789

10

19. Wouldyou say that most of the time people try to be helpful to others or that they
are mostly looking out for themselves?
For themselves

In-Between

Always Helpful

0123456789

10

20. In a typical week, how often do you meet sociallywith friends, relatives, or work
colleagues?

Not at all
Once or twice
Several times
Nearly every day
Every day
Many times a day
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21. Please Indicate the level of involvement you have in each of the following (Mark
an X in each that applies)

r

None

Attend an

Volunteer

Donated

Been a

Event of

With a

Money to a

Member
of a

Sports Club
Clubs for outdoor
activities

Hobby
Organization
Cultural

Organization
Business

Organization
Farmer

Organization
Humanitarian Aid

Organization
Human Rights
Organization
Minority
Organization
Immigration
Organization
Environmental

Organization
Peace

Organization
Science

Organization
Teacher

Organization
Parent

Organization
Social Club for

Youth

Retired/Elderly
Organization
Women's Group
Other (Please
Indicate Exactly
in below spaces)
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22a. If you hear that people are choosing to buy an item because of the company's
policy, what type of characteristics do you imagine of the people participating?
(please circle the response)
Young

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Low Level of Education

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Old

High level of
education

Conservative

Religious

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Liberal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Not

5

6

7

Religious
Wealthy

1

Poor

2

3

4

22b. Do you think they are more likely to be:
A)White
B)Non-White
22c. Do you think they are more likely to be
A) Male
B)Female

23a. If you hear that people are choosing NOT to buy an item because of the
company's policy, what type of characteristics do you imagine of the people
participating? (please circle the best response)
Young

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Old

Low Level of Education

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

High level of

Conservative

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Liberal

Religious

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Not

7

Religious
Wealthy

education

1

Poor

2

3

4

5

6

23b. Do you think they are more likely to be:

A)White

B)Non-White "

23c. Do you think they are more likely to be
A) Male
B)Female

24. Do you identify with a particular political party
Democratic Party
Republican Party
Other (Please Identify)
None
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25. Where would you place yourself on the following political spectrum:
Liberal
12

Independent
3

4

Conservative
5

6

Thank you...
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Appendix B
Table 1: Frequency of Sample

Sample
Percentage
Sex

Male

44.3%

Female

54.9%

Race

White

73.4%

Black

17.2%

Other

9.4%

Religious
Political Party

25.4%

Democrat

31.7%

Republican

23.1%

Other

5.9%

None

36.7%

Political Participation
Signed a Petition

33.8%

Voted

26.2%

Donated Money
Internet Campaign

17.3%
9.7%

Contacted Official

7.6%

Member of Political Party

7.2%

Volunteered

5.5%

Civil Disobedience

3.8%

Media Appearances
Demonstrations

Culture Jamming
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation

3%

3%
1.3%

32.9%
14.8%

40.9

Individual Participation

%

Association Involvement

Sports

63.7%

Outdoor

40.1%

Hobby

39.7%

Youth

35%
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Business

24.1%

Environment

22.4%

Culture

21.5%

Human Rights

19.8%

Retirement

19.4%

Minority

16.9%

Humanitarian

16.9%

Women

16%

Peace

14.8%

Science

13.9%

Teach

9.3%

Farming

9.3%

Parent

4.2%

Immigration
Other

3%
5.9%

Buycotters

82.7%

Green

60.8%

Breast Cancer

47.3%

American

41.8%

Organic
Free Range

40.9%

Fair Trade
AIDS

18.6%
8.9%

8%

Pro-Arizona

1.7%

Other

7.2%

Boycotter
Animal Rights

27.8%

Environment

21.1%

Discrimination

20.7%

Overseas

15.6%

Sweatshop
Low Wages

12.7%

50.6%

9.7%

Planned Parent

4.2%

Oppose Gay

3.4%

Other

3.4%

Political Consumers

85.2%

Conservative Political
Consumers

46.4%

Liberal Political Consumers

76.4%

Liberal Buycotter

70.9%
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Right Buycotter
Charity Buycott
Liberal Boycotter
Conservative Boycotter
Importance of Ethical/Political
Consideration in Shopping

42.6%

48.1%
45.1%

17.7%

Banks

47.8%

Groceries

39.2%

Clothing
Shoes

35%
32.6%

Restaurants

32.2%

Paper
Soaps

29.5%

Boycott over half the time they
shop
Buycott

28.6%
16.7%
34.8%
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Appendix C

Table 2: Frequency per Type of Political Consumption

Political
Consumer

Conservative

Liberal

Boy

Buy

Political

Political

cotter

cotter

Consumers

Consumer

Gender
Male

39.6%

41.7%

38.8%

44.5%

34%

Female

59.4%

57.5%

60.2%

54.5%

64.9%

74.4%

75.6%

73.6%

79.6%

73.1%
16.1%

Race

White
Black

16.1%

14.3%

16.6%

11.1%

Other

9.5%

11.1%

9.8%

9.3%

25.2%

27.5%

25.5%

26.4%

24.9

35.1%

35.8%

35.7%

40.9%

40.4%

15.8%

18.3%

16.3%

21.8%

20.2%

Participation
Political Party

44.6%

46.7%

44.9%

46.4%

46.8%

Democrat

31.9%

37.6%

31.4%

30.1%

40.2%

Republican

23.1%

19.7%

24.9%

29.1%

19.6%

Other

5.8%

8.5%

5.9%

8.7%

9.8%

None

38.2%

34.2%

37.8%

32.0%

30.4%

Religious

10.8%

Forms of Political

Population
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individual
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Table 2 (cont'd)

vative

Liberal

Charity
Buy

Buycotter

Buycotter

cotter

Conser

Conser

Liberal

vative

Boy

Boycotter

cotter

Gender
Male

46.5%

38.1%

26.3%

44.3%

37.4%

Female

52.5%

60.7%

73.7%

52.4%

61.7%

White

79.8%

75.3%

72.1%

85.7%

73.6%

Black

10.1%

15.7%

20.7%

9.5%

16.0%

Race

Other

Religious

7.2%

9.0%

10.1%

4.8%

10.4%

25.7%

25.6%

21.9%

33.3%

27.1%

39.6%

37.5%

33.3%

38.1%

37.4%

21.8%

17.3%

14.9%

28.6%

18.7%

Participation
Political Party

47.5%

45.8%

52.6%

47.6%

45.8%

Democrat

26.6%

32.3%

34.5%

31.7%

39.0%

29.8%

25.9%

43.1%

39.0%

37.3%

Other

9.6%

7.0%

6.4%

12.2%

69.2%

None

34.0%

34.8%

39.1%

17.1%

41.4%

Forms of Political

Population
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individual

Republican
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Appendix D
Table 3: Model 1: Political Consumers
Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

0.14*

.185**

.184**

.178**

Race(l=White)
Religious

0.02

0.02

.022

.026

0.08

0.07

.035

.056

Education

0.03

0.01

.003

.005

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

0.1

0.08

.036

.027

-0.02

-0.01

.012

.009

0.06

-.014

-.021

0.15*

.132*

.115

0.08

.08

.063

0.03

.304

.029

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation

.18*

297**

-0.05

.08
279**

.213**

Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

-.079
-.171*

Institutional Trust

.103

.114

Generalized Trust

-.199*

-.173*

Association Involvement

.244**

.231**
.148*

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared

.006

.060

.158

.175

N-

202

202

198

198

Notes *<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix E
Table 4: Model 2: Buycott
Other

Female

Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

.208**

.207**

.202**

279**

Race(l=White)
Religious

-.057

-.061

-.066

-.063

.076

.056

.023

.041

Education

.019

-.007

-.007

-.004

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

.071

.030

-.014

-.021

.054

.047

.065

.062

.075

.005

-.001

.125

.104

.090

.081

.079

.065

.098

.089

.092

.158*

.175*

.189*

-.025

-.041

-.053

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

-.178**

-.172

Institutional Trust

.087

.097

Generalized Trust

-.150

-.127

Association Involvement

.250**

.239**

.129*

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared

.019

.082

.167

.178

N=

206

206

202

202

Notes *<.Q5, **<.01
Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix F
Table 5: Model 3: Boycott
Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

.092

.136*

.134*

.130*

Race(l=White)
Religious

.029

.027

.049

.052

.085

.077

.046

.056

Education

-.013

-.027

-.026

-.024

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

.134

.124

.091

.086

-.021

-.004

.025

.024

.026

-.043

-.045

.150*

.142*

.132*

.055

.046

.035

.001

.006

.006

.143*

.164*

.174*

-.056

-.067

.035

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

-.192**

-.187**

Institutional Trust

.079

.084

Generalized Trust

-.192*

-.177*

Association Involvement

.229**

.221**

PostMaterialism

.085

Adjusted R Squared

.003

.029

.121

.123

N=

202

202

198

198

Notes *<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix G
Table 6: Model 4: Conservative Political Consumers

Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

.016

.053

.055

.050

Race(l=White)
Religious

.045

.026

.016

.020

.041

.028

-.007

.010

Education

-.060

-.073

-.068

-.066

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

.112

.059

.017

.009

.061

.053

.070

.068

.086

.020

.014

.173*

.155*

.141*

.077

.080

.066

.133

.126

.128

.092

.116

.129

-.112

-.129

-.141

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

-.204**

-.198**

Institutional Trust

.104

.113

Generalized Trust

-.156**

-.135

Association Involvement

.225**

.214**

PostMaterialism

.122*

Adjusted R Squared

-.014

.051

.136

.146

N=

202

202

198

198

Notes *<.Q5, **<.01
Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix H
Table 7: Model 5: Liberal Political Consumers

Other

Female

Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

.153*

.198**

.197**

.191**

Race(l=White)
Religious

.033

.031

.036

.040

.078

.062

.032

.050

Education

.014

-.010

-.015

-.013

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

.112

.088

.047

.040

-.028

-.023

-.002

-.005

.082

.008

.001

.167*

.151*

.137*

.059

.055

.041

.038

.030

.033

.155*

.174*

.188*

.031

-.011

-.023

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

-.166*

-.159*

Institutional Trust

.086

.096

Generalized Trust

-.165*

-.142

Association Involvement

.247**

.235**

.131*

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared

.009

.072

.159

.170

N=

202

202

198

198

Notes.*<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix I
Table 8: Model 6: Conservative Buycotters
Other

Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

.041

.070

.076

.072

Race(l=White)
Religious

-.017

-.035

-.042

-.040

.032

.016

-.015

-.002

Education

-.069

-.081

-.080

-.078

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

.073

.013

-.025

-.030

.064

.048

.060

.059

.102

.045

.041

.143*

.123

.113

.083

.072

.157*

.161*

.163*

.076

.095

.105

-.099

-.113

-.122

-.169*

-.164*

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing
Institutional Trust

.059

.066

Generalized Trust

-.124

-.108

Association Involvement

.216**

.207**
.092

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared

-.013

.048

.111

.114

N-

202

202

198

198

Notes *<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix J
Table 9: Model 7: Liberal Buycotters
Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

Model 7: Liberal Buycotters

ground

Involvement

Capital

Female

.170*

.205**

.202**

Materialism
297**
-.018

Race(l=White)
Religious

-.009

-.010

-.021

.073

.052

.026

.040

Education

.023

-.003

-.001

.001

Political Party (l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional Participation
Individualistic Participation

.112

.077

.036

.029

.066

.059

.071

.069

.103

.036

.031

.136*

.114

.102

.068

.056

.044

.078

.064

.067

.154*

.170*

.182

.015

.001

-.009

-.170*

-.165*

Institutional Trust

.075

.083

Generalized Trust

-.097

-.078

Association Involvement

.240**

.231**

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

.107

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared
N=

.016

.087

.156

.162

202

202

198

198

Notes *<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix K
Table 10: Model 8: Charity Buycotters
Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

.204**

.237**

.231**

.229**

Race(l=White)
Religious

-.072

-.077

-.081

-.079

.024

.007

-.024

-.015

Education

-.027

-.048

-.047

-.046

.111

.083

.041

.037

.071

.082

.102

.101

.006

-.058

-.062

.129*

.109

.101

.146*

.142*

.134*

.073

.063

.065

.117

.130*

.138*

-.050

-.065

-.072

-.173*

-.170

Institutional Trust

.085

.090

Generalized Trust

-.145*

-.132

Association Involvement

.240**

.233**

Political Party
(l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic Participation
Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

.073

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared

.039

.087

.158

.158

N=

202

202

198

198

Notes *<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix L
Table 11: Model 9: Conservative Boycotters
Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

.056

.093

.086

.082

Race (l=White)
Religious

.029

.024

.028

.032

.067

.057

.019

.029

Education

-.019

-.039

-.025

-.024

.144

.122

.084

.079

.098

.108

.138*

.137*

.012

-.050

-.053

Political Party
(l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic Participation

.158*

.142*

.133*

.062

.053

.043

.058

.056

.056

.145*

.166*

.176*

.482

-.069

-.075

-.249**

-.244**

Institutional Trust

.106

.111

Generalized Trust

-.173*

-.159*

Association Involvement

.227**

.219**

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

.084

PostMaterialism

Adjusted R Squared

-.001

.037

.141

.143

N=

206

206

202

202

Notes.*<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Appendix M
Table 12: Model 10: Liberal Boycotters
Other
Back

Political

Social

Post-

ground

Involvement

Capital

Materialism

Female

.124*

.165*

.165*

.160*

Race(l=White)
Religious

.011

.007

.028

.032

.085

.077

.044

.054

Education

-.030

-.045

-.046

-.044

.119

.103

.069

.064

-.035

-.025

.006

.005

.037

-.034

-.037

Political Party
(l=Democrat)
Political Spectrum (LiberalConservative)
Conventional Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic Participation

.163*

.153*

.144*

.040

.030

.020

.032

.039

.039

.119

.138*

.148*

-.035

-.046

-.051

-.194**

-.189**

Institutional Trust

.073

.079

Generalized Trust

-.196*

-.182*

Association Involvement

.242*

.234**

Belief in Effectiveness of:
Conventional

Participation
Unconventional

Participation
Individualistic

Participation
Socializing

PostMaterialism

.083

Adjusted R Squared

.010

.038

.138

.140

N=

206

206

202

202

Notes.*<.05, **<.01

Entries are standardized regression coefficients resulting from an ordinary leastsquare regression
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Table 13: Factor Analysis

Factor Loading
Buycotter
Boycotter
Buycott Half the time
Boycott Half the time
Consider Ethics when buying Groceries

Consider Ethics when buying Soap

0.44
0.61

0.62
0.70
0.77

0.73

Cronbach's •= .726

128

.065
-.009

.099
-.037

Religious

Parent Education

Democratic

Political Spectrum

.014

.095
-.036
.022

.057
.080
-.029
.055

.059
.256**
.022

.088
.016
.023
.102
.114*
-.017
.090
.067
.084
244**

.017

Civil Disobedience

Signing Petitions
Donating Money
Volunteering on
Campaign

.072

-.002

.149*

.157**

.027

.203**

.074

.040

.098

.026

.114*

.095

.060

.141*

.095

.120*

.092

-.047

.138*

-.056

.080

-.064

.087

.130*

.134*

.044

.074

-.025

.071

-.104

277**

Participation
Individual Participation
Voting
Political Party
Membership
Contacting Officials
Media Appearance
Demonstrating
Culture Jamming
Internet Campaigns

Unconventional

Participation
.125*

-.053

White

Conventional

.138*

Female

cotters

Consumers
cotters

Boy

Buy

Political

Model
3:

2:

Model 1:

Model

.063

.225**

.084

.105

.124*

-.012

.124*

.066

.052

.057

.109

.153*

.175**

.163**

.039

.075

-.081

.049

-.014

.018

P.C.

4:Cons.

Model

.046

.243**

.086

.086

.075

-.002

.110

.099

.027

.038

.099

.158**

.131*

.139*

-.046

.113

-.029

.052

-.039

.133*

P.C.

5: Lib

Model

.051

.241**

.074

.107

.089

-.027

.061

.022

.013

.017

.120*

.151*

.135*

270**

.051

.069

-.092

.043

-.060

.047

.049

.075
247**

.088

.050

-.014

.095

.073

.033

.000

.122*

.159**

.103

.161**

.044

.096

-.026

.061

-.069

.148*

7:Lib

Buy

6: Cons

Model

Buy

Model

Table 14: Dependent Variable Correlation Table

Appendix O

-.013

.269**

.082

.038

.061

-.041

.050
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.170**
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.186**
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.275**
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.319**
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.146*
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.247**

.003

.142*

.076
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.146*

Institutional Trust
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-.006
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-.022
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-.097

.088

.208**
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Effectiveness of

Effectiveness of
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-.099
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